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INTRODUCTION
OIL SPILL CONTROL IN THE SAUDI ARABIAN
MARINE ^IRONMENT
Saudi Arabia has the largest offshore oilfield (Safaniya)
and exporting terminal (Ras-ul~Tanura) in the world.
therefore,

natural to

It is,

assume that Saudi Arabian's Marine

Environment has been one of the highest risk areas of oil
pollution since the Arabian American Oil Company

(ARAMCO)

started producing and exporting oil in 1938.

To recognize the risk, one has merely to look at the sta
tistics

showing production

and

export

of

oil

from Saudi

Arabia. Appendix 1 shows these figures from 1973 to 1981. An
average of 9.9 million barrel of oil per day was pro-duced in
1980, about 30% were from offshore oil fields. A total of
3,340 tankers were loaded at the Saudi terminals during the
same year (which was the highest production of oil up to the
present moment).
During the past two decades there have been a steady growth
worries of concern for^ the environment and problems of oil
pollution in Saudi Arabia.

The oil companies developed an

internal capability to deal with the local spillage during
the routine operations. In 1972, however, the Gulf Area Oil
Companies Mutual Aid Organization

(GAOCMAO)

expanded this

problem into a plan for regional cooperative capability.

In 1976 the Arab League Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (ALESCO), consisting of the countries bordering
the Red Sea, and the UN Environmental Program (UNEP) started
to develop a regional marine environmental

program.

The

International Union for Conservation of Nature (lUCN) also
has, in connection with the above pro-gramme, established a
network or marine reserves throughout the region to preserve
the critical marine habitants.

In

1978,

under

supervision

of

the

UNEP,

the

countries

bordering the Gulf implemented the Kuwait Action Plan (KAP)
for protection and development of the marine environment and
coastal

areas.

In

1983,

based on a regional trust fund

established earlier, the Marine Emergencies Mutual Aid Center
was established.

The UNEP, together with other UN organiza

tions, advise the regional governments in matters concerning
marine environment of the region.
In

1981,

the

Meteorology

and

Environmental

Protection

Administration (MEPA) was designated the responsibility for
protection of the Kingdom's environment and control of oil
pollution,

by a Royal

Decree.

MEPA

formulates

and

coor

dinates policies to resolve problems of oil pollution. Based
on the information obtained by MEPA and through its efforts,
the Environment Protection Coordinating Committee

(EPCOM)

passed some important resolutions on protecting the coastal
environment

in

its

first

meeting

in

1984.

EPCOM

has

a

powerful role in coordinating the activities of the various
government organizations concerned with protection of the
environment.
The Gulf War had another impact on the environment in this
area which is worth mentioning in order to point out the
extent of pollution in this area.

The pollution caused by

this war is to be dealt with in a special manner.

THE IMPACT OF THE GULF WAR ON THE AREAS' ENVIRONMENT
More than 500 oil wells were systematically set on fire by
Iraq and spewed poison aloft. At the Arabian Peninsula of
the Gulf, the largest oil spill ever known covered 600 square
miles of the sea surface and blackened 300 miles of coastline
and much of the wildlife supported by it. The Iraqis spilled
about 6 million barrels of Iraqi and Kuwaiti crude oil into
the sea by blasting pipelines and storage
emptying

the

loaded

tankers.

Only

facilities and

intensive

medical

and

scientific monitoring can ultimately assess the true cost of
the war's environmental impact.
The oil fires in Kuwait burntabout 5 million barrels of oil
daily,

generating more than half a million tons daily of

aerial pollutants,

including sulfur dioxide,

the key com

ponent of acid rain. The winds took the pollution far beyond
Kuwait: Black rains fell in Saudi Arabia and Iran, and black
snow fell in Kashmir more than 1500 miles east-ward.
The extent of the impact on human health will probably never
be

known

with

true

certainty.

Respiratory

ailments

have

increased sharply and carcinogens may also exist in the air.
It took two months to bring a hundred of the easiest wells
under control. It will take several years before the gro-wing lakes of oil that submerged could be in control.

Smoked related problems exist throughout the region. Arab
agriculture relies heavily on greenhouses which shelter the
plants from heat and cold. Greenhouse cultivation requires
80% light in order to grow. The smoke and falling soot may
deprive the greenhouses of the necessary light. The chemi
cals from the fire will enter the milk of the dairy cattle
through respiration and food. Reduced sunshine and falling
soot can also cause vitamin D and E deficiencies. (The Saudi
Research and Marketing Company).
Where the dynamited wellheads had not caught fire, crude oil
squirted out thus creating unwanted puddles of oil lakes.
These could find their ways down to the Gulf, and the Gulf
needs no more oil,

as

it

is,

between 4-6 millions of

barrels of oil have already been released into the sea by
Iraq.
The shallow waters of the Gulf make a vital ecosystem for
nature's wildlife.

In this ecosystem, oil which should not

be there is a familiar sight.

Based on the experties from

MEPA, an estimation of a quarter of a million barrels of oil
per year routinely spills. Most of the Gulf nations possess
limited

cleanup

capabilities.

Nevertheless,

the

enormous

slicks that crept from the Kuwaiti oil wells were unprece
dented. Luckily, the unseasonably soft winds blowing from the
southeast

for two

weeks

held

the

slick

at

bay

and gave

valuable time to prepare. Quick action came from ARAMCO which
laid down 25 miles of oil boom and mobilized a fleet of 21

oil-recovery vessels and activated its arsenal of cleanup
devices. The Royal Commission for Jubayl and Yanbu, headed by
HRH Prince Abdullah ibn al-Faisal ibn al-Turki, moved also
decisively to deploy unwanted booms and to remove encroaching
oil.
The undeveloped domain which belongs to The Gulf's wildlife
is under jurisdiction of MEPA which was ill prepared and found
itself overwhelmed by the enormous spill. However, interna
tional organizations like the United States Coast Guard, the
US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
the US fish and Wildlife Service and others from Europe,
Australia and Japan helped by sending equipment and experts.
As winds shifted,

the slick moved southward to Saudi Ara

bian coast and with every tide the oil floated in and out of
embayments and left little untouched.

At the south of A1

Khafji the slick first came aground and oil blackened the
broad tidal zone, often half a mile wide. The shores of A1
Musallamiyah Bay were so stained as if charred by fire. The
intertidal zone was a black bank a mile wide and pools of
oil waited for the next tide to smear it on more wildlife
habitat. The oil thinned out seaward as about . 40 -50% had
evaporated,

a lot had gone ashore,

some had sunk weighted

down by sand from shore or sand blown onto the sea by the
winds, and due to the cleanup efforts.
The oil piled at Ad Dafi Bay was the thickest and at Gurmah
Island countless trees
killed.

lining the tidal

At Abu Ali Island,

channel had been

the north shore wore the ugly

grime of oil but the water along the southern shore was
clear. The island served as a natural block, holding back
the black tide from industrial A1 Jubayl, Tarut Bay and its
fleet of fishing dhows, and the great industrial port of Ad
Dammam.
The A1 Masallamiay Bay which is a favored habitat for migrant
wading birds, the inmpact of the oil on the beach was too
much to clean all of it. According to the IMO, only two or
three

sections

which

were

manageable

and

important

for

wildlife would be saved. The IMO, set up a multi- million

dollar cleanup fund.
With the help of the British Royal Air Force, the islands
which served as the maternity wards for the Gulf's imperiled
turtles

were

cleaned

up

just

as

the

egg-laying

season

started. At Gurmah Island 1100 feet of protective boom had
been laid by the US Fish and Wildlife volunteers to protect
the mangroves. Foreign and Saudi Arabian volunteers manned a
bird rehabilitation center in A1 Jubayl who had received
1,200 birds by that time. Several hundreds had been cleaned
and released in the wild. These centers could do nothing for
the grebes who tend to swallow the oily sand that got stuck
to

their

giz2ards.

feathers

which

forms

a

lethal

stone

in

their

The number of birds treated at the center were

small, but these centers have served to raise public aware
ness. The estimated number of birds killed as a result of the
recent oil pollution is at least 20,000.
Opinions vary as to the extent of the harm caused by the
fires and the oil slick. Some experts expect its effects to
be less dire than first feared due to the Gulf's history of
adaptation to spills. There are sites that had been hit hard
in past years and recovered.

Juvenile fish and shrimp will die because of the destruction
of nursery habitat and other sea life along the shore will be
killed directly.

The

Gulf

effcts

of

shallows
oil

are

invading

its

primary

these

energy

shallows

source

will

be

and the
felt

for

generations. The oil surrounding wells that were dynamited
but not fired could seep into Kuwait's groundwater and taint
it.

Disruption of nature's

"desert shield",

the armor of

pebbles over naturally compact sand, will lead to formation
of shifting dunes that could block roads and airports and
engulf farms. There is also the risk to ancestral grasses
that may hold genes important to cereals like wheat.

As far as the impact on human health is concerned, the major
worry is the toxic metals released by the slick, combustion
of oil and the explosives detonated in the war.

Seawater

samples from the northern Gulf showed levels of metals ten
times higher than normal. These metals can contaminate both
soil and vegetation. Sheep,goats and
camels

grazing

on

contaminated

land

will

metals which may enter the food chain.
gens

which

could

disorders.

cause

When

tested

brain

damages

downwind

accumulate

the

Many are carcino
and

air

of

cardiovascular
the

fires,

it

revealed a high concentration of particulates which are major
causes of lung-related diseases.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study is to look into the problem of
marine oil pollution in Saudi Arabia and the measures to be
taken in order to control oil spills, thus helping to protect
the Kingdom's marine environment from pollution by preventing
it to the highest possible extent, to approach this, it is
necessary to introduce to the Saudi Arabian Marine Environ
ment and to give statistical analysis in oil spill in Saudi
Arabia which

the

early

80's

are

founded the

best to be

accountable and taken into consideration because of the high
protection of oil.
pollution
National
matter,

in

the

and
is

Then whatever the
Saudi

Marine

International

finally,

effects

Environment,

Legislation

are

of

oil

also

in

the

concerning

this

to give effective recommendations on

curbing the oil spills for oil spill response equipment and
supply.

APPENDIX 1 - SAUDI ARABIA'S OIL PRODUCTION FROM 1973 TO 1981

. Production Level ♦
(millions of barrels/day)

Year and Quarter
1973
1974

Source:

*

7.6
.

8.5

1975

7.1

1976

8.6

1977:
1977:
1977:
1977:

I
II
III
IV

9.3
9.4
9.0
9.0

1978:
1978:
1978:
1978:

I
II
III
IV

8.0
7.6
7.7
10.0

1979;
1979:
1979;
1979:

I
II
III
IV

9.8
8.8
9.8
9.8

1980:
1980:
1980:
1980:

I
II
III
TV

9.8
9.8
9.8
10.3

1981: I
1981: II
1981: III

10.3
10.3
10.0

''

Middle East Oil, Exxon Background Series, 2nd ed.
(New York), Middle East Econolc Digest (London), and
Middle East Econolc Survey (Nicosia); and U.S. Department
of Energy, Energy Information Administration, Monthly
Energy Review, DOE/EIA.

Included Saudi share of Neutral Zone oil, about 275,000 barrel
per day.

CHAPTER ONE
THE SAUDI ARABIAN MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The Saudi Arabian marine environment is an area with high potential
for oil spills and pollution. Marine oil pollution does not involve
only specific areas and the consequences of its occurrence in any
area around the globe concerns the whole world. However, this
chapter deals with the region around the Red Sea and the Gulf in
general, and the Saudi Arabian marine environment in particular and
points out how pollution could be harmful to the biology of marine
environment and how it could destroy a good source of our income by
polluting the marine environment and destroying the sea life.
1.

GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, with an area of 2,240,000 km,
comprises about 80% of the Arabian peninsula. It is bordered
by the Red Sea on the west; Yemen on the south; the Gulf on
the east and Jordan and Iraq on the north. Its coastline is
approximately 2,250 km consisting of about 1,800 km along the
Red Sea on the west and 450 km along the Gulf on the east
side. (See Appendix |)
The 1,900 km of the Red Sea connect the Gulf of Suez, Gulf of
Aqaba and Strait of Bab^-aKMandab and also joins the Indian
Ocean via the Gulf of Aden.
There is no permanent river
flowing into the Red Sea and the rainfall in the northern part
of it is very little. The central channel of the Red Sea
extends from the East African Rift Valley in the south to
the Jordan Valley in the north. The water in its central
channel is very warm and salty and contains a high density of
varoius metals, especially iron and manganese.
Concentration of salt in the Red Sea is high (41 parts per
thousand comapred to 35 parts per thousand in the open

oceans). The reason for this high density is non**existence of
rivers to add fresh water to the sea and the hot climate. The
tides at the northern and southern ends are approximately 0,5
meter and occur on a daily basis, but in the center there is
almost no daily tide.
The trade winds in the Red Sea are normally north»*north**
western, but this reverses in winter in the south. The monsoon
winds change direction with the seasons; in winter they blow
toward the ocean and in summer they draw the breezes towards
the land. The spring high tides are caused by the northwestern
monsoons which push water into the Red Sea through the Straits
of Babwal Mandab, but the southwestern monsoons draw water out
of the Red Sea. The high temperature is responsible for the
high evaporation rate in suimner, therefore in winter the sea
level can be from 0.5 to 1 meter higher than in surmner. Due
to its narrowness (it is 306 km wide) and its irregular coast
line, the currents of the Red Sea are easily influenced by
local winds.
GENERAL BIOLOGY OF THE RED SEA
The water from the surface to 100 meters in the Red Sea is
poor as far as nutrients are concerned and the plant and
animal life in this region is relatively low.
The probable
causes are that there is not much fresh water flowing into the
sea bringing the nutrition from the rich soil and that there
is no nutrient rich upwelling in the Red Sea. The number of
animals that an open sea can normally sustain, i.e. fish,
turtles, marranals, are therefore limited in the Red Sea, the
reason being that these animals depend on the food contained
in shallow waters for their living.
Most of the living creatures of the Red Sea can leave the Red
Sea through Bab-al Mandab with the currents caused by the
monsoon winds. This could be one reason for the scarcity of
the plant and animal life as you go farther up the Red Sea and
away from the influence of the Indian Ocean.

Along the Saudi Arabian Red Sea several open soft-bottom
habitats have been identified. Open soft-bottom habitats are
those where water circulation is not restricted. They consist
of:
1.

Wide ranges of sand/silt hillocks which may support
shrimp/gopy holes.

2.

Regions supporting sea grasses.

3.

Regions of fine sand supporting micro-algae which may
support grazing populations of mull usees, characterized
by olive shells and sand dollars.

Except for the sea grass regions, these areas appear to be
unproductive and are, therefore, often overlooked.
Enclosed soft-bottom habitats, which are those with a
restricted water circulation, are subject to higher
temperatures, salinities and oxygen than the open soft-bottom
habitats. Since the enclosed soft-bottom habitats are formed
in sheltered waters, the substrate size is, therefore, less
than those, at the equivalent depths in open water soft- bottom
habitats.
^
Bays, sharms and mersas, which may have been formed through
erosions by rivers or wadis, represent the enclosed softbottom habitats of the Red Sea. Sharms and mersas are shallow
bays which are partly or completely enclosed in coral reefs.
Typical, characteristics of sharms and mersas are an entrance
of 0.2 to 1 km and a length of upto 10 km extending inland,
remaining narrow and winding throughout or widening out into
lakes. Examples of these are Sharm Obhur, Sharm Suleiman or
Mersa Serraj in Jeddah.
Enclosed soft-bottom habitats in Saudi Arabia are very limited
in number and are often surrounded by flatlands which are

flooded during the rainy seasons and grow micro*<algae during
this period. A number of sharms and mersas along the Red Sea
coast of Saudi Arabia have been destroyed due to coastal
developments.
A.

Fisheries
Due to uneven bottom conditions and diversity of the fish
in the Saudi Arabian Red Sea, fishery in this part is not
much developed. More than half of fishing boats are
dug»out or planked canoes and most of the rest consist of
10>»15 meter sambuks.
The three major fisheries are supplied by fish caught at
and around Farasan bank by trolling, gill netting or
handlining. The coral reefs dominating many areas of the
Red Sea coasts in Saudi Arabia limit the use of modern
fishing equipment like trawls and purse^-seines.
The monsoons with their diverse seasonal patterns in
winds and currents causes hazardous weather conditions
for small fishing boats. Variation of fish species on
seasonal basis due to these winds is another hindrance
for development of fisheries.
In 1983, a joint government/privately owned fishing
company was establsihed and conmercial trawling in the
Saudi Arabian Red Sea waters started. The Saudi Arabian
government is planning to construct new fishing harbours
and develop fish farms for highly marketable fish like
rabbitfish and mullets.
Shrimps are mostly caught on the Gulf Coast. Turtles,
which nest mostly in the Islands of the northern Saudi
Arabian Red Sea and Farasan Bank, are not significant.

B,

Birds
The sea birds of the Red Sea are of three various types:
The tropical species which are widespread; northern
Indian Ocean species which Include wh1te»eyed and sooty
gulls, white-cheeked and saunders terns, brown noddy and
crab plover; and temperate and tropical latitudes species
of which Caspian tern Is a good example.
White-eyed
north-east
particular
the Farsan

and Sooty gulls are native to the coasts of
Africa and parts of Arabia. The Sooty gull In
seems to be breeding In the A1 Hala Island In
Bank.

The Sooty falcon winters In south-east Africa and
Madagascar, but Its breeding grounds are
restricted to
the Middle East. The African collared dove and brown
booty also breed In this region as do a number of other
species.
Large numbers of resident and migrant waders exist on the
wetlands along the Red Sea. The Sooty falcon and other
birds of prey pass through the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden
In their annual migration. Among the birds breeding,
roosting or sheltering In the mangroves along the Red Sea
are pinkbacked pelican, brown noddy, brown booby and
bridled tern, some of which are natives to the region and
have international conservatlonal significance.
Although the sea birds of this region do not have much
commercial value, resident doves and some migrant birds
are used for food and certain species of migrating birds
passing through the region can be caught and sold for
falconry training.
However, the value of the sea birds

1s In their being an Indicator of the environmental
condition of the region.
Coral Reefs
Coral reefs are normally formed In shallow waters and the
maximum depths at which corals can live depends on the
clarity of the water; the reason being that the algae
associated with corals must have sufficient light for
conversion of carbon dioxide and water Into food
substances.
There are more than 150 species of corals In the northern
and central parts of Red Sea. Several types of coral
communities exist which are:
1.

Fringing reefs, which are adjacent to the shores on
most of the coastline.

2.

Patch/platform reefs, which are formed about 13»«15
km offshore in a barrier system. The reefs at the
Wejh bank and Farasan bank are of this type.

3.

Pillar r^efs/atolls, which can be seen in the
northern part of Farasan bank and are formed
km offshore in deeper water.

about

Due to the shallow bathymetry and high turbidity of the
southern Red Sea, the quality of the reefs around the
Farasan Islands Is relatively low. However, these may
not be the only reasons for the low quality.
Generally, the coral reefs In the Red Sea are well
preserved. Nevertheless, due to the coastal developments
on the Saudi Arabian coast, the coral reefs around
Jeddah, Yanbu and Rabigh are deteriorating.

Appendix 3 shows the major coral reef areas
Sea.

in the Red

Coastal Vegetation
1.

Mangroves
Mangroves are plants that flourish in salty environ
ments and live at intertidal fringes of tropical
shallow waters.
There are two tpes of mangroves In the Saudi Arabia
Red Sea: Avicennia Marina and Rhizophora Mucronata.
The latter covers only an area of less than 20
hectares at five restricted areas in the Saudi
Arabian Red Sea and is always associated with
Avicennia Marina.
Most mangroves are in the southern part of Red Sea
where the tidal range is higher than the central
parts. Most of the mangroves in the central Red Sea,
i.e. Birema Island on the Wejh bank, are associated
with the reef rock structures where there is a
higher tidal range.
Mangroves can control coastal erosion and flooding
and are also used for making net stands, shacks and
bird traps, and heating. They are also used for
grazing animals, especially camels. Avicennia Marina
type mangroves at Yanbu-al-Sinaieyah may be signifi
cant as filter bed for sewage since everybody in
that part has access to the coastal zone and they
are not necessarily very particular.
Due to their high productivity, mangroves are often
an essential element which provides a basis for

APPENDIX 3

MAJOR CORAL REEF AREAS IN THE RED SEA

shore indicate fringing reefs and associatS oat^h^ >
shore indicate offshore complexes of isla^Hc
li^^s off(Source: UNEP. 1985)
islands, patch reefs, atolls, etc.)

marine fisheries. In an area where there is not
much greenery, mangroves are significant for the
landscape. They also serve as breading areas for
birds.
Appendix 4 shows mangrove areas in the Red Sea.
2.

Seagrasses
The importance of seagrass lies within its
capability to draw mineral nutrients from within the
sea bed due to its special characteristics, i.e.
extensive roots and rhizoma system.
There are 10 species of seagrass between Yanbu and
Shu'aiba on the Saudi Arabian coasts in the soft
bottom substrates in the shallow waters of the Red
Sea. However, two of the species exist in depths of
20 meters.
Seagrass is important for the following reasons:
a.

It is highly productive and supports turtles,
dugong'; fish and invertebrates.

b.

It shelters fish and invertebrates some of which
have commercial significance.

c.

It serves as a base for various epiphytic flora
and fauna.

d.

It recycles nutrients.

Contrary to the situation in the Gulf, the level of damage to
the seagrass beds in the Red Sea is low. Much damage, however,
'has been done around Jeddah due to dredging and the altera*,
tion, or blocking, of water circulation.

APPENDIX 4 - MANGROVE AREAS IN THE RED SEA

Distribution of known mangrove stands in the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden region.
(Note that for some countries of the region, e.g. Somalia, Djibouti, Yemen and
Ethiopia, information is incomplete.
Source:

UNEP

3

GEOGRAPHY AND OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE GULF
The Gulf Is a shallow but large Island sea of approximately
1000 km long and 200^300 km wide and an average of 35 meters
deep.
Except for the part parallel to the Zagros Mountains,
nowhere In the Gulf Is water more than 100 meters deep. • The
water temperature, therefore, changes rapidly on a dally basis
or seasonally due to Its extreme shallowness.
Its only
opening Is through the narrow Strait of Hormuz Into the Indian
Ocean. (See Appendix 5)
The land surrounding the Gulf Is arid and the rate of
evaporation exceeds the water Input. This results In highly
saline waters with a rate of 34 to 41 parts per thousand In
the northwestern parts and 53 to 66 parts per thousand In the
eastern parts. The water In the Gulf of Salwah, between Saudi
Arabia and Qatar in the Gulf, exceeds 100 parts per thousand
in its shallow lagoons.
The outflow of the hiqh*.saline water along the Strait of
Hormuz is balanced by the Inflow of the Indian Ocean along the
east coast. This results in a counter clockwise circulation.
The tidal.heights range from 0.5 meter In the middle to about
3 meters towards the head and the mouth. The tides result 1n
uncovering vast areas of sand and mud at low water and
flooding of sabkhas (salt-flats) at high water.
The tidal
waves, however, are strong only where the two-directional
ends.
The direction of the wind is predominately from the north and
most strongly from north-west which Is called "shamal". This
results In extended sandspits In , the headlands along the
western coast in the inner part of the Red Sea, In the NW-SE
direction. The largest sandspit Is In the south-east where,
due to stronger waves, the bottom sediments are of coarse
sand. In other parts, particularly in deeper water, they are

APPENDIX
5 -

THE

GULF

of fine sand or mud. The euphotic (the upper layer of the
body of the water .into which sufficient light penetrates to
permit growth of green plants) zone is about 20-30 meters deep
and includes a large area along the western side. The waters
of the inner sea are generally more turbid than in the Red Sea
or Indian Ocean.
The Saudi Arabian coast in the Gulf stretches about 450 km
between the Kuwait border in the northernmost part, through
Ras-ul-Tanura and across Bahrain and Qatar, to the southern
most part of Danmiam, It curves in a southerly direction almost
parallel to the prevailing winds. The coastline along the
Gulf of Salweh is protected from tidal waves by a stretch of
shallow water between Saudi Arabia and Bahrain. The Tarut Bay
between Dammam and Ras-ul-Tanura contains vast tidal flats and
grassbeds which provide the major shrimp nursery in the Gulf.
MARINE RESOURCES OF THE GULF
General Biology
Despite the high salinity, high and fluctuating
temperature and other restricting factors, the marine
biota of the Gulf is quite diverse and rich. The
following list taken from "Biotopes of the Western
Arabian Gulf" (Basson, Burchard, Hardy & Price - 1977)
depicts the number of various types of species in
particular habitats along the western coast of the Gulf.
Rocky shores
Intertidal roclcs
Sublittoral rocks
Coral Reefs
Artificial structures
Sandy beaches
Intertidal sandflats

131
314 +
194 +
543 4
178 4
218 4
191 4

Sublittoral sand
Intertidal mudflats
Sublittoral mud
Seagrass beds
tidal creeks
Plankton
Open water

638
109
610
530
33
355
83

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

The research resulting in the above mentioned publication
proved the existence of more than 167 different species
of polychaete, 125 species of gastropod mulluscus and 73
different bivalves, over 39 different amphipod crusta»
ceans and 66 species of decapods i.e, shrimps, crabs etc.
in the sublittoral bottoms.
Due to
Gulf,
Strait
algae,
around
result

aridity and sterility of the land surrounding the
nutrients can enter only through Shatt»<al Arab or
of Hormuz. Nevertheless, the intertidal micro*,
seagrass beds, mangroves and other halophytes
the sheltered bays supply enough nutrients to
in a relatively high productivity marine life.

Although the plankton has not yet been fully studied, it
seems to be best stocked in the lower part of the Gulf,
through contribution from Indian Ocean, and densities in
the productive bays and lagoons appear to be guite high.
The zooplankton contains a high amount of the larvae of
benthic inverterbrates to include crabs and smaller
crustaceans which are significant as adults in scavenging
detritus and turning over surface sediments.
Polychaete
worms perform the same function. The rocks at low water
can become heavily encrusted with bivalves and tubeworms
and intertidal flats may support large numbers of
gastropod snails.

FI Sheries
The fishing methods used in the Gulf are the century old
traditional methods, i.e. nets and lines from small
boats. In shallow waters, however, e.g. Tarut Bay, fixed
traps or fish weirs may also be used.
There are approximately 135 species of edible fish in the
Gulf.
These include pelagic species, I.e. sardines,
mackerel, tuna and barracuda, whose fishery is
in
south*>east of Saudi Arabia and is used by Iran to supply
a cannery at Bandar Abbas. In the parts with a flat sea
bed and shallow water trawling can be used for demersal
(bottom living) species e.g, bream, .lack,
snapper,
grouper or various flat fish. The potential yield is
estimated to be between 200,000 to 600.000 tonns per
year, an amount
present catch.

five to ten times

greater than the

Modern trawling in the Gulf began in 1963.
Since then
the most important fishery is the one for the large pink
shrimp (Penaeus Semisulcatus) which makes the largest
amount of commercial landings in Saudi Arabia and other
Gulf states. The major stocks of this species seem to be
in the north where they are caught by Iran, Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait, The stocks in the south are caught by Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar. The estimated yield for Saudi
Arabia from both these stocks is approximately 2,500
tonnes per .year.
Various means of improving the shrimp fisheries have been
suggested. These include protection of the natural
breading grounds, early release of the artificially
reared young ones to boost "wild" stocks and a Japanese
style culture of mature shrimps in tanks.

Turtles are not much caught in the Gulf.
The known
species include green turtles, hawksbill, leatherback,
logerhead and Ridley's. 80% of them are in Karan island
off the Saudi Arabian coast, where several thousand
breading pairs, which represent a significant proportion
of the world population exist. Due to their dislike of
any form of disturbance, it is doubtful if these turtles
use any mainland beach, no matter how isolated, for their
habitat.
The fishery for pearl*-oysters in the southern part of the
Gulf, used mainly by Kuwait and the Emirates, does not
exist any more. This is due to emergence of the cultured
pearls.
However, the conditions for farming of oysters
and other bivalves for food is still favourable.
There are at least six species of sea snakes in the Gulf,
but, due to scarcity of dense mangroves which are their
favorite habitat, dugongs are rearly seen. There exist,
however, several species of porpoise, dolphin and killer
whales in the Gulf and larger whales regularly visit it.
C.

Birds
Typical marine species, i.e. cormorants,
sea*-ducks,
gulls, terns and the types usually associated with the
water edge areas, e.g. herons, egrete, wanders and
kingfishers exist in the Gulf. Ospreys and kites also
feed along the coast. The islands offshore are
significant breading sites for three different species of
terns, and turtles. They also serve as resting places
for migrating birds passing across the Gulf on their
spring and autumn migrations.

D.

Coral Reefs
There are no reef*.building corals in the northern part of

the Gulf.
Numerous reefs, however, are formed in the
shallow waters of the south*.west towards the Strait of
Hormuz and around the Gulf of Oman and other offshore
islands.
According to Rasson et al (1977) 43 species of sclerac**
tinians (stony corals) in 28 genera and 2 species of soft
corals exist on the Saudi coast alone, compared to
approximately 30 species existing in the northern part of
the Red Sea. In the northern part of Red Sea although at
the extreme edge of their geographical range, offer a
more stable environmental condition.
In shallower parts of the Saudi coast there exist coral
reefs with widely different sizes and characteristics. On
the open coast coral reefs grow to the low»«tide mark and
have a smaller variety than the ones in the open sea. In
offshore waters, due to the turbidity of the water, they
grow to depths of 10 meters or less, even though the
usual limit for continuous coral cover in offshore waters
is 15 meters.
Patch or platform reefs are typical for
the-Gulf area. Formation of sandbars on the leeward side
of the larger platform reefs result in formation of coral
islands, increasing the types of habitats and, subse**
quently, the number of species. Coral growth, even around
single coral heads, is ringlike, which is a prominant
feature of the coral flats around the coral islands in
the Gulf. There is no real distinction between platform
and fringing reefs in this area.
Coastal Vegetation
Vast mats of blue*.green algae in the sheltered intertidal
flats contribute as much to productivity of the Gulf as
salt*-marsh vegetation do in temperate seas. Unlike other
tropical areas, mangroves are not much developed and
exist only in patches along the southern and western
shoreline. The thickest mangrove areas exist along each

side of the
widespread in
flats above
with reedbeds
seepage, i.e.

Strait of Hormuz. Smaller halophytes are
bays and creeks and cover the intertidal
the level of algae or mangroves and merge
in the areas where there is a fresh water
Tarut Ray, Saudi Arabia.

Seagrass beds below tidal marks probably bring in
nutrients more important than the blue*«green algae. They
stabilize large areas of soft sediments and support or
shelter many species from protozoans to reptiles. (ARAMCO)

CHAPTER TWO
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND STAGES OF OIL SPILLS
IN THE SAUDI ARABIAN
MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The Saudi Arabian marine environment is a high risk area as far as
the potential for oil spills is concerned. This is due to the great
amount of present and projected petroleum operations and the
associated marine traffic in the area.
Oil spills occur during the routine transfer operations, i.e.
loading and deballasting of oil tankers to prepare them for loading;
offshore drilling activities; and from refineries operations and
other varied sources along the coast. This chapter deals with
identification of the major sources of oil pollution and estimating
the amount of pollution from each source.
In order to fully appreciate the problems involved with oil pollu
tion, one must know the basic ingredients of oils derived from
petroleum, their behavior and where they end up in the marine
environment.
A brief review of this subject is thus given in this
chapter.
1.

METHODOLOGY USED FOR SPILL ESTIMATES
A.

The method used to calculate the amount of annual oil
spills in the Saudi Arabian marine environment are the
ones developed by the following:
1.

Golob and Rrus, which was used to estimate the oil
pollution in the Kuwait Action Plan (KAP) region
based on the National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
data.

2

Beyer and Painter paper

3.

B,

Research Planning Institute (RPI) of Columbia,
South Carolina, USA.

The data used are from the following sources;
1.

Statistical Bulletin (1983), Ministry of Petroleum
and Mineral Resources, Saudi Arabia (for statistics
on oil production, consumption, refining and export
in Saudi Arabia).

2.

Offshore Maga2ine, British Petroleum Co. and the US
Department of Energy (for statistics on oil produc*tion, consumption, refining and export in individual
countries).

3.

The UN Census (for worldwide population figures).

4.

The Times Atlas of the World (for geographical
(data).

TERMINOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS
A.

The Saudi Arabian marine environment implies the marine *
environment ,and coastal areas of Saudi Arabia, both in
the Red Sea and the Gulf.(the highest oil production)

B.

The statistical data used for the calculations throughout
this chapter are for 1982, reflecting the average
production and export statistics of the decade between
1972 and 1982.

C.

All final amounts have been converted into metric tonnes
with a conversion rate of 7.3 barrels per tonne for crude
oil and 7.3 barrels per tonne for all exports including
crude oil and products.

0. Spin estimates have been calculated to the nearest
tonne.
ESTIMATING THE AMOUNT OF OIL POLLUTION/OIL SPILL FROM
DIFFERENT SOURCES
A.

Natural Seeps
According to Wilson et al (1974), the world's continental
margins are divided into three regions of low, moderate
and high seepage potential, with a seepage average of
0.1, 3 and 1000 barrels per day per 1000 square miles
respectively (1 square mile equals 2.59 square km). The
sea area of the Gulf has a moderate seepage potential.
The offshore oil fields of Saudi Arabia are mainly in
Gulf, totalling an area of 64,200 sq. km. (24,788
miles) (see Appendix 6), Based on the above data and
following formula, the annual amount of oil entering
Saudi Arabian marine environment from natural seeps
3711 tonnes per year.

the
sq.
the
the
is

365 days per year x 3 bbls per day per 1000 sq. miles
X 24,788,000 sq. miles : 7.314 bbls per tonne » 3711
tonnes per year.
B.

From Offshore Production
The Saudi Arabian offshore oil production is concentrated
in the Gulf (see Appendix 6).
The following three
methods have been used to estimate the amount of oil
entering the Kingdom's marine environment from offshore
platforms and pipelines in this area.
1.
2.
3.

Devanny and Stewart
NAS
Beyer and Painter

APPENDIX 6 - CONCENTRATION OF THE SAUDI ARABIAN OIL FIELDS IN
THE GULF

Oil Reids Discovered
IN Saudi Arabia
and The Saudi—Kuwaiti
" Divided Zone
AT Year End 1983
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The statistics used for this purpose are the 1982
production figures. According to the Offshore Magazine,
Saudi Arabia's offshore production in 1982 was 2,392,000
barrels per day or 119,370,069 tonnes per year.
Devanny and Stewart estimate the amount of oil spilled to
be 60 tonnes per million produced from the offshore
platforms and 110 tonnes per million produced from the
offshore pipelines. Based, on the 1982 figures, the total
spillage from the Saudi Arabian offshore platforms and
pipelines comes to 20293 tonnes per year.
According to the NAS method the amount of oil loss caused
by minor spills (less than 50 barrels) and briny
discharges varies between 8.6 and 32 tonnes per million
tonnes produced; in this study I have used the average
of these two figures. For larger spilled (more than 50
barrels) this amount is about 140 tonnes per million
tonnes produced. Using the 1982 production figures, the
spillage in the Saudi Arabian marine environment comes to
an average of 2424 tonnes per million tonnes produced
(from briny discharges and less than 50 barrels spillage)
and 16712 tonnes per million tonnes produced
(for
spillages mope than 50 barrels). The total spillage,
therefore, is 19136 tonnes per year.
Beyer and Painter's method estimates the average spillage
at 72 tonnes per million tonnes produced. Based on this
method and the 1982 production figures, the amount of oil
spilled in the Kingdom's marine environment from offshore
oil production comes to 8595 tonnes per year..
Due to the widely varied estimates
according to each
method, for the purpose of this paper, we use the average
of the three amounts. Thus, the annual oil spillage from
the offshore productions in the Saudi Arabian marine
environment is 16008 tonnes per year, as calculated
below:

(20293 tonnes (Devanny & Stewart) + 19136 tonnes
(NAS) + 8595 tonnes (Beyer & Painter)) : 3 (No.
of methods) = 16008 tonnes per year.
Tanker Related Spillage
According to the Petroleum Statistical Bulletin of the
Saudi Arabian Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources
(1983), Saudi Arabia exported 2,058,392,000 barrels
(281,431,775 tonnes) of crude oil and 195,095,000 barrels
(26,392,722 tonnes) of refined products in 1982.
The
total amount exported in 1982 is, therefore, 307,824,497
tonnes. This is the amount used in calculating the
estimates in this paper.
Appendix
1979.
1.

7 exhibits

the major oil movements at sea in

Casualties
Based on the casualty rate during the past two
decades, the following data were used by Beyer and
Painter to estimate the amount of oil spilled due to
tanker accidents within 80 km of the shore:
- amount of oil transported
•• number of port calls
Using the above data, Beyer and Painter estimated
the spillage caused by tanker casualties to be 87
tonnes per million transported. Assuming that the
tankers carrying Saudi Arabian oil and involved in
the accidents were within the 80 km of the Saudi
Arabian shore all the time, and based on the 1982
export figures, the amount of oil spillage would be
26780 tonnes per year. However, tankers pass within
80 km of the Saudi Arabian shore during their voyage
only while:

APPENDIX 7 - MAJOR OIL MOVEMENT AT SEA

The width of the arrows represents the relative volume of oil

•< transiting along the Saudi Arabian coast nearby
their point of origin
- on an Intermediate port call
*• approaching point of destination
Assuming that nearshore casualties occur In equal
numbers on each of the above three occasions, the
amount of oil spillage within the 80 km zone of the
Saudi Arabian shore will be on third of the total
amount of 26,780 tonnes per year, which means 8,927
tonnes per year (26780 : 3 « 8,927),
Based on the world's casualty data for the past two
decades, Beyer and Painter estimated the average
spill rate to be 0.92 per 1000 port calls, with an
average amount of 7,124 barrels per spill. In 1982,
according to the Petroleum Statistical Bulletin
(1983), 4353 tankers called at the various Saudi
Arabian ports.
Using the Beyer and Painter's
method, the annual tanker accident related spillage
in the Saudi Arabian marine environment comes to
3860 tonnes.
Due to the wide variations in estimates between the
two methods, for the purpose of this study, the
amount of 6394 tonnes, the average of the two
amounts, is considered as the estimated annual
tanker accident related spillage, i.e. (8,927 tonnes
+ 3,860 tonnes) : 2 * 6394 tonnes.
Cleaning and Ballasting
According to the NAS, tankers discharge about 0.35%
of their carrying capacity during their ballast
voyage. However, using Load On Top (LOT) procedures
reduces this amount by 90%, bringing the total
amount of discharge to 0.035 of the carrying

capacity.
LOT procedures enable the tankers to
retain their tank washings and ballast waters on
board to further separate the oil from water and
using the separated oil in the next shipment. During
1970's about 80% of tankers used LOT procedures
while the remaining 20% discharged their tank
washings and ballast water directly into the ocean.
Based on the 1982 export figures (307,825,497
tonnes), the amount of oil discharge by 80% of the
tankers using LOT procedures will be 86,190 tonnes.
The amount discharged from the rest (20% of the
tankers) amounts to 215,477 tonnes, bringing the
total of 301,667 tonnes per year. Tankers carrying
oil to North America, Europe and Asia spend about 5
to 10% of their voyage in the Saudi Arabian waters,
therefore the total spillage into the Saudi Arabian
nearshore would be 5 to 10% of the above total.
Assuming that ballast waters are most probably
released away from the land to avoid the close
scrutiny by national and international maritime
authorities, the amount of discharge into the Saudi
Arabian nearshore is estimated at 5%. This results
in a total discharge of 15,083 tonnes per year (5%
of 301,667 tonnes).
Terminal Operations
Brummage (1973) determined that during 9 years of
operations, the average oil loss at the tanker
terminal at Milford Haven, UK, was 1.1 tonnes per
million tonnes throughput. The rate for Portland,
Maine in the USA was 2.2 tonnes per million tonnes
throughput.
Due to the less strict environmental laws in Saudi
Arabia, the historical data of the' past decade

reveal oil spillage as large as 5,000 tonnes in
certain terminals. Assuming a spillage rate of 1.5
times more for Saudi Arabia than the rate for
Portland, i.e. 3.3 tonnes spilled per million tonnes
throughput; and considering the 1982 export figures
of 307,825,497 tonnes (or 307.8245 million tonnes)
as throughput, the total oil spillage resulting from
terminal operations in Saudi Arabia would be 1,016
tonnes per year.
The total annual tanker related oil spillages into
the Saudi Arabian marine environment would thus be
22,493 tonnes per year calculated as follows:
6,394 tonnes (tanker casualties)
15,083 (tanker
cleaning and ballasting)
1,016 (terminal opera**
tions) * 22,493 (total annual spillage).
Non».Tanker Related Spillage and Their Sources
According to the NAS, approximately 100,000 tonnes of oil
enter the world».w1de marine environment annually. The
estimates of non*.tanker related oil spillages in Saudi
Arabia, in this study, are based on the amount of
industrial development in-the whole Kingdom (coastal and
non-coastal), and the assumption that the levels of
industrial activities and oil consumption are directly
related to each other.
The Statistical Bulletin (1983) published by the Saudi
Arabian Ministry of Petroleum. and Mineral Resources,
indicates that the totaVconsumption of oil and natural
gas products in Saudi Arabia in 1982 was 327,817,000
barrels or about 44,347,538 tonnes. Since, according to
BP (1984), the worldwide consumption in 1982 was 2,824.9
million tonnes, it can be calculated that 1,570 tonnes of
the 100,000 tonnes worldwide spillage occurred in Saudi
Arabia. The calculation follows:

(44.348 million tonnes consumed In Saudi Arabia: 2,824.9
million tonnes consumed worldwide) x 100,000 tonnes
spilled worldwide « 1,570 tonnes spilled In Saudi Arabia
Spillage from Coastal. Refineries
Based on the NAS reports, the oil contents of refinery
discharges where refineries use gravity separatlon/dis*solved air floatation systems Is about 20 parts per
million (PPM). According to the 1982 statistics
published In the Statistical Bulletin (1983) of the Saudi
Arabian Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources, the
throughput to the coastal refineries In Saudi Arabia was
432,633,000 barrels or about 58,5272 million tonnes.
Assuming that the Saudi Arabian refineries use the above
mentioned system, and considering the discharge rate of
20 PPM, the oil discharge from the Saudi Arabian coastal
refineries Into the environment will be 1171 tonnes per
year.
Pollution as a Result of Atmospheric Fall-Out
The pollution from atmospheric fall-out for 1973,
according to NAS, was 600,000 tonnes.
This amount
remained the same for the early 1980's although the
worldwide oil consumption had Increased by 20%, The
reason Is that Implementation of strict hydrocarbon
emission standards
In the Industriall2ed countries
balances out the pollution which may be caused by the
Increase In petroleum consumption.
In this study, to estimate the 1982 atmospheric fall out
In Saudi Arabia, similar assumptions have been made.
According to the Times Atlas of the World, the total
surface area of the world's marine environment Is

361,719,030 sq. km and the Saudf Arabian marine environ^
ment Is 186,200 sq. km or 0.052% of the above total.
Using the above data, and assuming that the 600,000
tonnes of atmospheric falUout were distributed evenly
over the world's marine surface, the resulted pollution
over the Saudi Arabian would be about 312 tonnes per
year, I.e. 0.052% of the total.
Pollution Resulting from Other and Non>.Ref1ner.v Related
Sources
According to the NAS estimates, coastal
non*.ref1nery Industrial wastes resulted In
Input, Into the US marine environment, of
petroleum per day per person living In the

municipal and
an approximate
8 gramms of
coastal zone.

The. US consumption of oil in 1982 was 705.5 million
tonnes. With a population of 232.057 million, this means
a consumption rate of 3.04 tonnes per person. The Saudi
Arabian population in 1982, according to the United
Nation estimates, was 9.684 million people. The oil
consumption amounted to 44.4 mil lion tonnes In the same
year, resulting In a per capita consumption rate of 4.58
tonnes or 150.66% of the amount used In the USA In the
same year.
Assuming that the coastal municipal and non-refinery
related wastes are directly related to the per capita
consumption of oil, the amount of pollution contributed
to the Saudi Arabian environment would be 12,05 gramms
per person per day. Since about 25% of the Saudi Arabian
population live In the coastal zones, I.e. 2.421 million
people, this results In an annual pollution Input of
10,650 tonnes, calculated as follows:

(12.05 gramms per person per day x 365 days per year x
2.421 million coastal population) : 1 million gramms per
tonne « 10,650 tonnes per year.
H.

Pollution Resulting from the Urban Run-Off
Based on the NAS estimates the pollution resulted from
the urban run-off amounts to about 50% of the pollution
caused by the coastal municipal and non-refinery related
wastes. According to this estimate, therefore, the
amount of pollution In the marine environment of Saudi
Arabia would be 50% of the 10,650 tonnes calculated
above, I.e, 5,325 tonnes per year.
The total amount of oil spilled Into the Saudi Arabian
marine environment from the major sources explained
above, based on the 1982 statistics. Is 61,240 tonnes per
year. (See Appendix 8)
This amount represents 2.1% of the NAS estimates of the
worldwide oil pollution from the same sources (excluding
pollution caused through river run-off since this does
not apply to Saudi Arabia). (See Appendix 9)

MAJOR OIL SPILLS IN THE SAUDI ARABIAN MARINE ENVIRONMENT
It must be borne in mind that the estimated 61,240 tonnes of
oil spilled annually Into the Saudi Arabian marine environment
are due to normal activities/accidents. However, exceptions
occur.
The fracture in the Tarut Bay pipelines In 1970 and the
blow-out In Hasbah-6 well In October 1980 resulted In an
estimated spillage of 14,000 tonnes oil each.
This amount
equals the total annual spillage from offshore operations.

APPENDIX 8 - TOTAL ESTIMATE OF OIL POLLUTION IN THE SAUDI ARABIAN
ARINE ENVIRONENT
IN 1982
Source
Natural Seeps

Estlate In Tonnes

% of Total

3,711

6.1

Offshore Production

16,008

26.1

Tanker Transport
Non-tanker Accidents

22,493
1,570

36.1
2.6

1,171

1.9

312

0.5

10,650

17.4

Urban Run-off

5,323

8.7

River Run-off

N/A

N/A

61,240

100%

Coastal Refineries
Atmospheric Fall-out
Coastal Municipal Wastes
(Coastal Non-refinery Wastes)

TOTAL

APPENDIX 9 - NSA ESTIMATED INPUTS OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS
IN THE WORLD MARINE ENVIRONMENT DURING THE EARLY 1980'S
Estiate In Tonnes

% of Total

Natural Seeps

600,000

20.2

Offshore Production

200,000

6.7

Tanker Transport

700,000

23.6

Non«tanker Accidents

100,000

3.4

20,000

0.7

Atmospheric Fall-out

600,000

20.2

Coastal Municipal Wastes
(Coastal Non-refinery Wastes)

450,000

15.2

Urban Run-off

300,000

10.1

River Run-off

Excluded

N/A

2,970,000

lOOX

Source

Coastal Refineries

TOTAL

The terminal spillage from Mina Saud amounted to more than
5,000 tonnes of crude oil spillage which is almost five times
the annual amount of 1,016 tonnes spilled due to terminal
operations.
In August 1980, a 25 sq. km oil slick in north and west coast
of Bahrain was washed ashore along 65 km of coastline.
This
resulted in death of about 1,000 birds, ended a large amount
of intertidal marine life, contaminated the beaches and
limited the fishing. It damaged fishing traps, nets, tackles
and boats.
The degree of the oil pollution as a result of the Gulf War is
still to be determined.
STAGES OF OIL SPILL IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
Crude oil from different sources have different characterise
tics, depending on which part of the world they come from.
The behavior of the oil spilled in the environment and the
subsequent cleaneup operations depend heavily on these
differences.
Oil spills in the seas involve the following
steps:
A.

Spreading

^

Spreading is the first stage after a spill. Oil spreads
into a slick over the water surface unless it is of a
higher specific gravity than the water (e.g. residual
fuel oils) in which case it solidifies or sinks.
Absence of wind or currents do not limit the spreading of
oil. Oil spreads quicker immediately after the spill and
large spills spread faster than the small ones. However,
after a few hours spreading rate slows down.
Typically
oil spreads to form a thin lens on top of the water with
the inner portion being thicker than the edges.

Although rate of spreading depends on the type of oil, as
a rough estimate, most crude oils spread to a thickness
of about 3 nm In one hour and 0.3 mm In 10 hours. In
absence of other factors having an Impact on the oil
spread. It will continue until a monomolecular layer of
about 0.5 micrometers In thickness Is formed on the
surface of the sea, giving the appearance of a slight
silvery sheen. In these circumstances natural dissipation
of oil Is rapid. .
Movement
Wind and water current Influence the movement of the
spilled oil. Current alone has a direct effect on the
movement In that the oil slick moves In the same
direction and at the same speed as the current.
Wind
alone results In a speed of 3% that of Its own velocity
when moving an oil slick, I.e. a 60 km/h wind moves the
oil slick downwind with a speed of 2 km/h. Wind speeds
of more than 16 km/h cause the slick to break Into
streaks or windrows.
when both current and wind are
strong, their effect on the movement depends on the
variation of the wind and current.
Lehr and Cekv'ge of University of Petroleum and Minerals,
Dharan, Saudi Arabia, have developed a method for
estimating the movement of the oil spills In various
locations In the Gulf, based on the seasonal climate of
this area. This method can be used by oil spill detective
agencies to forecast the spill path based on minimal
Information available.
It could help organizations
concerned to assess capabilities for the clean*.up
operations, taking preventive measures If the spill Is
likely to reach the shores and control any damage which
may result.

According to Lehr and Cekirge, the southern Saudi Arabian
coasts have a high risk of getting the oil drifts in
summer and fall, while the northern region has the
highest risk In spring. This may be a determining factor
In stationing the Saudi Arabian oil spill task force in
the north during the spring and in the south during the
summer and fall seasons.
Weathering
While spreading and moving, the oil undergoes a process
of changing its physical and chemical characterlstfcs.
This process Is called weathering.
Type of oil and
climate Influence the weathering process.
Rate of
weathering process, which varies throughout the duration
of the spill, may be greatest in the first few hours.
Weathering process involves evaporation which is signifi
cant In its initial stages. The lighter components of the
oil evaporate quickly in the first few hours after which
the rate decreases and the remainder of the spilled oil
forms a residue with a higher specific gravity than the
original.
Factors influencing the evaporation rate
include air and water temperatures, sea conditions, wind
and rate of spreading. The type of components which
exist in the oil will also greatly influence the extent
of evaporation.
Another important weathering process is dispersion,
win the dispersion process small particles of oil, with a
diameter of 5 micrometers to several millimeters, are
incorporated into the water column. The rate of disper
sion depends on the condition of the sea and type of oil.
In moderate conditions (climate, wind, etc.) a thin film
of liquid oil disperses rapidly on the surface of the
sea, enhancing the other weathering processes i.e,
dissolution and biodegradation.

CHAPTER THREE
THE EFFECTS OF OIL POLLUTION ON THE SAUDI ARABIAN MARINE
ENVIRONMENT
Many Inhabitants in the Saudi Arabian marine environment must adapt
themselves to Its demanding conditions. The few species tolerant of
the conditions are In abundance, although the diversity Is low.
Such an ecosystem always has the risk of not being able to adapt to
changing circumstances. Therefore, because this system does not
absorb the changes Imposed upon Its naturally demanding conditions
as readily as a less stressed system, oil spills can have a profound
Impact on such a system.
Oil spills are destructive to the marine environment because
hydrocarbon particles harm the organisms In the water and its
surroundings. The oil slicks on the surface of water can destroy
aquatic birds which alight on the slick. The oil settled at the
bottom of the sea can hurt the organisms In that part by getting In
their system. If washed up on the beach It can destroy, the beach
flora and marsh areas.
The fish and shellfish living in the
effected area can absorb oil components in their bodies thus
becoming a health hazard for higher life forms in the food chain.
Including human, the contaminated species are involved. ,
The effect of oil pollution depends on the type of oil, rate of
spreading, movement, weathering and clean-up process. The weather
condition at the time of spill can significantly influence the
severity of the Impact of the pollution.
This chapter deals with the potential Impact of an oil spill In the
Saudi Arabian marine environment and protective measures to be
taken.

TOXICITY OF OIL COMPOUNDS
Crude oil and refined products have water-soluble compounds
that are toxic to a large variety of marine life. Larvae,
eggs and young forms are normally more sensitive to this
toxicity. It may also result in early death of fish and other
animals by causing abnormalities in their developmental
process.
Aromatic and middle-molecular weight compounds are more toxic
than aliphatics and light-molecular weight types.
Low
melocular weight compounds are quickly lost in the atmosphere,
therefore do not much affect the environment. A diesel fuel
spill with a highly aromatic content is more harmful than
bunker fuel and weathered oil with low aromatic content.
Except for posing a serious fire hazard, the spillage of
petrol and other white spirit has little other effect on the
marine environment.
Due to the existence of several thousand compounds in the oil
and the rapid changes in the compounds from the time that the
oil is extracted and throughout the spillage period, precise
toxicity and its impacts in various organisms cannot be speci
fied. However, the degree of damage caused by the toxicity of
the oil spilled depends also on the susceptibility of the
marine life exposed to such toxicity. The susceptibility of
the marine life, on the other hand, depends on their age,
maturity, time of year and certain other factors. Neverthe
less, long term effects of the toxics, e.g. the impact of the
toxics on eggs and the young life in the long run, may be of
more concern than immediate damage.
IMPACT OF THE MARINE COMMUNITIES
Whether caused by single spills or continuous discharges, oil
pollution has a dramatic effect on the organisms in the

environment. The less resistant species may die at the
initial stages of the pollution. The clean up process may
take any time between a few weeks (e.g. in rocky shores) to
several years in areas where the oil may stay longer (e.g.
soft bottom or marsh areas). While not causing sudden or
obvious changes in the community, continuous low contamination
may result in gradual and more lasting population changes in
the contaminated area.
A.

Impact of Fisheries
Due to the commercial value of fish, the effect of oil
pollution on fisheries is of prime importance.
Fish deaths due to oil pollution have occurred, but the
numbers have not usually been significant. This could be
due to the ability of fish to avoid the polluted areas.
There has been little or no reduction in the number of
fish in areas exposed to continuous oil, e.g. around the
oil production platforms. The biggest risk, however, is
posed on the fish living in the depths where, in case of
a spill, high concentration of toxic elements in oil
exists; and spawning areas where the fish, in their
larvae stages, are more sensitive to oil contamination.
Although no massive death may occur, various types of
fish exposed to oil pollution may become contaminated by
the oil components. It has not been determined conclu*sively that consumption of contaminated fish is hazardous
to humans.
The Tarut Bay oil spill in 1980 disrupted the fishing
activities, but its low impact on the mortality of plants
and animals in the environment allowed a rapid recovery
in the area. The damaged caused by the Bahrain oil slick
in 1980, however, was substantial because it destroyed
the fishing equipment and resulted in loss of catch as

fishing could not be performed while oil
floating on the water.

was still

The oil spill from Nowruz oil field in the Iranian waters
between 1983»1985 entered the Saudi Arabian waters in
three forms: rafts of oil mats, sheens and tarballs of
various sizes.
According to the Saudi Arabian Meteorological and
Environmental Protection Administration (^CPA), this
spill resulted in widespread mortality of marine life
along the Saudi Arabian coast.
The affected areas
included Abu Ali, Dawhat Zalum, Arbiyah and Qiran
islands. The number of animals killed during this spill
period, by end of April 1983, was as follows:
•• Fish (pelagic,reefal,benthic)
•• Sea Snakes
*• Turtles (hawksbill,green)
- Birds
» Dugongs
- Porpoises

600
1500
56
200
36
33

The examination of the dead animals revealed extreme
irritations ^of the skin in reptiles (redness in turtle
skins and shedding in snake skins), and of oral
memberanes, lungs and gills in the vertebrate types. Air
breathing species gasped for breath at the water surface
before going to beach and dying.
Although these deaths coincided with the entry of the oil
sheens and tarballs into the Saudi Arabian waters, there
is no proof that they happened as a result of the Nowruz
oil spill. No deaths were reported during May‘«June when
the intrusion of the spill into the Saudi Arabian waters
was at its peak. The distribution of coral reef fish.

according to the September survey by MEPA, was normal.
The examination of fresh fish and shrimps did not reveal
any significant symptoms to distinguish them from the
normal population. Although short term damages may have
been high in this area, no long term adverse effects due
to oil spills have been reported on the fish stock.
The population of dugongs and hawksbill turtles have,
however, been severely affected.
A survey in 1979
estimated the population of dugongs in the Saudi Arabian
coasts to be 50-60.
34 of dugongs killed during the
Nowruz oil spill, about 50% of which were juveniles, were
from the Saudi Arabian coast. If the 1979 estimates are
correct, this number of deaths may well eventually result
in the extinction of dugongs in the Salwah area.
To prevent the dugongs and turtles from becoming extinct,
MEPA has implemented a program to replenish the fauna
where these animals live.
Effects on Humans
The 1985 preliminary report on "The Impact of Carcinoge**
nic Substances on Marine Organisms and Implications
Concerning Public Health" by GESAMP concluded that, if
not metabolized or destroyed by cooking, the carcinogens
in the marine organisms consumed by humans can induce
cancer. The extent of the risk is assumed to be dependent
on the type and density of the components present in the
organism and the amount consumed. Only a high presence
of these factors can have hazardous effects.
The Gulf waters are a valuable source of food for the
Saudi Arabian population and supply various fisheries.
The contamination and destruction of fishing gear and
environment due to oil spills may cause hardships to the
human population supported by the affected fishing areas.

The Nowruzofl spfll resulted in a Royal decree to ban
fishing in the Gulf waters due to the potential hazard to
public health.
The 1983 MEPA study concluded that the presence of
pollutants in various types of fish caught in commercial
fishing, e.g. Hamour, Shaeri, Shirwi, Shrimp, Hamra,
Safi, Baagha, were insignificant and below the
permissible levels, therefore they posed no threat to the
humans consuming them. As a result of this study,. MEPA
recommended lifting the ban on fishing and reopening of
the fisheries.
Effect on Birds
Oil pollution results in matting of the waterproof
plumage of the birds, causing the air trapped between the
feathers and skin to be displaced by water, thus reducing
the birds buoyancy. - Contamination of plumage can also
cause wetting resulting in reduced insulation.
If not sunk or drowned, the affected birds require an
increased metabolism of their food reserves to withstand
the heat loss. Their inability to forage in such circums^*
tances and rapid consumption of their fat reserves and
muscular energy usually results in iniminent death.
Inhalation of vapors from freshly spilled oil can cause
internal irritations.
In 1980 the Bahrain oil spill resulted in the death of
about 1000 birds, particularly on the Island of Umm Nasan
and Muharamadi area. The types most affected were common
and socotra cormorants. However, the number of
cormorants killed is not large enough to cause any long
term adverse effect on the population of cormorants in
the Bahrain coastal area.

Nowruz oil spill in 1983, according to MEPA observations
in the March*.July period, had little effect on bird life.
In.April, a considerable number of dead birds, including
45 cormorants, were reported on the Gulf of Salwah.
Although some oiled birds were observed among them, the
cause of their death .is not known.
A total of 47 and 89 oiled, flgihtless birds (mostly
terns) were observed on Qiran and Jana islands
respectively. Due to their inability to continue active
feeding and loss of insulation most of these birds died.
The breeding population of terns observed by MEPA during
the middle to end of breeding season in August/September,
Is estimated at 5000 at Qiran and 6000 at Jana islands
which is decreased over normal.
Effect on Coral Reefs
Corals can be coated with oil and severely damaged. The
chronic exposure of the shallow water corals to the
Iranian crude oil in the Gulf of Aqaba in the Red Sea has
resulted in a significant decrease in the number of
female gonads,in 75% of the polluted colonies of corals.
There is,
however, little evidence of significant
destruction of coral colonies due to oil pollution in the
Red Sea.
r-

Although the reefs in the Red Sea support a limited
amount of coral growth in the intertidal, compared to the
ones in areas with a higher tidal range this growth is
not significant.
Intertidal corals smothered by oil
spills will be destroyed, but sulittoral coral growth may
not be affected unless the oil spill is massive or the
coral is growing in an area with limited water circula*.
tion and the oil is not blown or carried away.

Surprisingly, the greatest hazard to coral reefs is not
from the oil spill, but from the dispersants which if
applied can cause the oil to sink into the reef damaging
the coral growth or polluting the water columns through
their own toxic elements, thus destroying the corals
growing in that column.
Despite chronic exposure to oil pollution from the Ras*-ul
Tanura oil terminal, there is a healthy coral growth in
the 2,5**4.5 meters depth of the water in Tarut Bay.
The Nowruz oil spill damaged the corals at Oiran islands
and destroyed the grazing organisms and macroalgal
species, e.g. colpomenia. However, soon after, the coral
reefs in Qiran islands established their typical growth
of sea urchins and grazer populations although without
the earlier bloom of colpomenia macroalgae.
The continuous exposure of the reefs and islands to oil
spills, due to the war in the 1980s and other sources of
oil pollution, has made the task of monitoring and
assessing of the impact a continuous program.
Effects on Coastal Vegetation
Salt marshes and mangroves are ecosystems situated
between the land and the sea.
Their existence is
significant in controlling coastal erosions, providing
shelter for the marine organisms in the early stages of
their life and being a source of organic elements
transferred to the sea. Resembling mud-banks, they tend
to trap the oil spilled in their area which harms the
plants which are the basis for their existence.
The impact of the oil pollution on the vegetation depends
on the season and the stages the plants are in: when in
budding phase, flowering becomes limited; in full bloom,
seeds may not be produced; and when seeding, germination

is damaged. The annual population thus destroyed may take
two or three seasons to recover by reseeding from outside
the area.
The reaction of the plants to oil pollution also varies.
Shallow rooted plants with nor or little food reserve,
i.e. sueda maritime or salicornia, are destroyed at once.
Others may survive a single spill while the ones with
large food reserves, i.e. taproots, may tolerate repeated
pollutions. Although the foliage may be reduced, the
decomposing oil serves as a nutrient in salt marshes
enabling them to renew their growth rapidly.
Oil
pollutions of this kind are less damaging to salt marshes
than the clean up process. Mangroves live in anoxic muds
and carry the oxygen taken up by their lent ides to the
submerged part of the plant through their air spaces.
Clogging of the lenticles by oil can drop the oxygen
level in their root air space to \»Z% of the normal
amount within two days, thus harming the plant. There is
not enough evidence to assess their vulnerability to oil
pollutions and the mangroves and seagrass beds in the Red
Sea coast of Saudi Arabia do not appear to have suffered
from oil pollutions. The impact of the Nowruz oil spill
on the seagrasses and soft*<bottom communities has not
been assessed^in detail, but no abnormal change in growth
or mortality rate has been observed.
Nevertheless, oil
pollution in shallow/intertidal waters can have a
significant impact on the seagrassbeds in these areas.
Effect on the Reaches
A dark film of oil covering animals, plants, rocks and
sands on the beaches and shorelines is the most obvious
evidence of oil pollution.
A polluted beach is unsightly and the smell of the
polluted area adds insult to injury. However, the most

severe Impact of the oil pollution on the beaches is to
their beauty adversely affecting the scenic element,
Studies suggest that the cleaning procedures do more
biological harm on the beaches than the pollutants. This
has created a controversy between the desire to save the
beauty of the beach on one hand and the ecosystem on the
other. This controversy has been resolved by adoption of
shore classification systems such as "vulnerability
index" which enables the planners to protect the coastal
environments most vulnerable to the damages caused by oil
pollution.
Nowruz oil spill polluted the intertidal zones of most of
the coastlines and sandy beaches in the area. However,
the pollution subsided later in the year. Minimal clean
up operations were carried out on some amenity beaches
and the Qiran islands.
Effects on Industry
Oil pollution can adversely affect the industries relying
on sea water for their operation.
It may result in
complete shut down of power stations close to the coast
which use the sea water for cooling purposes, until clean
up of the poMuted area has been completed. This could
in turn result in shut down of other industries relying
on the power from such power stations.
Other plants
affected by oil pollution in the sea are desalination
plants whose shut down may reduce supply of water to the
communities depending on them for water. Sea transpor
tation can be disrupted as a result of oil spill in
harbours, mooring lines and jetties. Movements can be
suspended until the area has been cleaned up.
Another risk involved in oil spills is the possibility of
explosion and fire in case of spillage of crude oil and
light refined products. This could suspend activities in
ship building and repair, loading and unloading of

vessels, sea traffic or any other activity which may
cause a spark or flame.
Nowruz oil spill resulted in limited shut down at A1
Khobar desalination plant during utilization of when some
large underwater mats of oil were detected near the
Ghasal power plant. Other facilities and industries in
the area were minimally affected, but Jubail desalination
plant maintained production throughout the spill period.
A combination of booms and mechanical collection equip**
ment,were used to protect the Saline Water Conversion
Corporation (SWCC) plant, Aramco and port facilities.
Consideration is being given to installing underwater
remote sensing equipment in the area for early detection
of oil pollution near the industrial sites.
VULNERABILITY INDEX
The coastline along the Saudi Arabian side of the Gulf varies
from mangrove marshes to rocky beaches, resulting in different
vulnerability rate in each area as far as oil spills are
concerned.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of USA has developed
a system for classifying the shorelines. According to EPA's
Manual of Practice for Protection and Clean up of Shorelines,
there are ten types of shorelines. These are: sheltered tidal
flats, exposed tidal flats, sand beaches, mixed sand and
gravel beaches, cobble beaches, rock headlands, and exposed
wave*<cut platforms.
The degree of vulnerability of each type has been identified.
This identification can save time and expense by doing away
with the need to survey the polluted site to identify its type
each time an oil spill happens. It can also help the clean up
authorities to allocate their resources to each area as
required.

In 1980, Araraco.conducted a survey of the entire shorelines of
the qulf to prepare a vulnerability index for its operation
area. Due to particular coastal characteristics of the area,
the classification is somewhat different from that of the EPA.
However, the types, in descending order of vulnerability are:
A.

Mangroves/Salt Marshes
Like sheltered tidal flats, these are highly productive
areas. Due to growth of industry and urban development,
many of these areas have diminished as habitats.
The
remainder must, therefore be protected.

B.

Offshore Islands
Surrounded by coral reefs sensitive to the environment,
these are breeding grounds for birds, turtles and fish;
therefore important to the ecology of the Gulf.

C.

Mud Flats
These tidal flats are highly productive habitats with low
water exchange which are not common in the area and must
be protected.

D.

Coral Reefs ^
Due to high salinity and low water exchange in the
western area of the Gulf, these are not commonly found
and must, therefore, be protected.

E.

Muddy Sand
These are exposed tidal flats more commonly found in the
area than mangroves and mud flats. They are moderately
productive and can support the mechanized equipment used
for. clean up operations.

F.

Rocky Beaches
Not commonly found in the area, these are moderate to low
productive habitats which are usually difficult to clean
when polluted.
Oil spills have to be left there to
weather naturally.

G.

Sand Beaches
With a low biological productivity, this is the most
common type of shoreline in Saudi Arabia. Heavily
polluted sand need to be removed by mechanical devices.
However, if the beach is not publicly used, small amounts
of oil can be left to weather naturally.

Having the above classification and the information regarding
location of the key industrial water intakes, can help the
authorities in their contingency planning, determining the
priorities in shoreline protection and allocating the clean up
equipment accordingly.
The International Union of Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources (lUCN) is conducting a study for such classification
as part of the "Conservation and Management of the Saudi
Arabian Red Sea Coastal Areas" program. This study is
sponsored by MEPA..
EFFECTS OF CLEAN UP MATERIALS ON THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
The chemicals used for clean up operations can have their own
adverse effects on the environment. They can either affect
the sea or shore animals and plants on their own or modify the
effect of the oil pollution for better or worse, or interact
with the oil components to produce other elements which could
have more or less harming effects. However, their presence as
emulsions or solutions increases the amount of oil in the
water column, adding to .the risks resulting from this type of
pollution.

Used on shore, the dispersants can cause the oil to go deep
thus harming the animal living in burrows or crevices which
would otherwise have avoided the oil. Concentrated amounts of
oil and dispersant can run into shallow water and effect
sublittoral organisms. Soft sediments like sand and mud can
be deeply penetrated, thus causing more prolonged biological
damage.
Where dispersants have more adverse effect on the environment
than the spilled oil, their use must be limited. The following
types of habitats along the Saudi Arabian coast are of this
kind:
«• Shallow coral reefs (less than 3 meters deep).
- Tidal mud flats.
Lagoons with low water exchange.
Care must be taken to avoid or limit use of dispersants at
water intakes, especially the ones used for desalination
plants in the area.

CHAPTER FOUR
LEGISLATIONS CONCERNING OIL POLLUTION AND ITS PREVENTION
IN SAUDI ARABIA

There are different means and ways of dealing with oil pollution
after it has occurred. It can be dispersed by chemicals or left to
do so naturally; it can be rerouted to. less sensitive areas or it
can be recovered; and better still. It can be prevented from
happening.
The environmental laws relating to prevention of oil pollution from
ships progress rapidly. It should be borne in mind, however, that
although shipping is an important source of pollution, it is by no
means the main contributor of pollution in the marine environment.
Because shipping is essentially an international affair, the laws
and regulations relating to maritime safety and prevention of
pollution must be discussed, agreed upon and implemented at
international level.
The Intergovernmental Maritime Consultation
Organization (IMO) was founded in 1958 to serve as a specialized
agency of the United Nations in this respect. Since its formation
about 30 treaties concerning maritime safety and prevention of
pollution have been adopted.
The conventions and recommendations adopted by the IMO have been
instrumental in dealing with the problem of marine pollution.
For
example, by introducing anti pollution measures into the design,
equipment and operations of the ships, the operational pollution has
been prevented.
Introduction of strict navigational standards and
procedures on a worldwide basis has resulted in safer shipping and
reduction of accidents, consequently less pollution caused by
accidents. The IMO conventions also designed measures to reduce the
amount of pollution in case of accidents, provided compensation for
damages and helped implement the recommendations agreed upon.

Proper local legislation must exist to implement the international
laws and regulations for protecting the marine environment. To be
effective, these local legislations must be in harmony with the
nation''s beliefs and culture. Since Islam is the dominant factor In
the Saudi Arabian life and culture, the Islamic religion must be
considered when making any national legislation to any effect.
In
connection with protection of marine environment, we will review the
Islamic principles, some international conventions, local legisla»
tions and ARAMCO's oil pollution prevention program.
1.

PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION OF MARINE ENVIRONMENT BASED ON
ISLAMIC PRINCIPLES
Saudi Arabia is founded on Islam and the Holy Ouran, the
Moslem's holy book, forms its States Constitution.
All
legislation, therefore, is based on the Islamic principles
some of which are mentioned below.
According to Islam, God "made from water every living thing"
and all living things, i.e. man, animal and plants, depend on
water for their livelihood whether it is used in its basic
function or as a means of business and commerce or a source of
food or income. Its conservation and preservation is, there**
fore, vital for the survival of vegetations, animals and human
beings. Anything to spoil or pollute this element will there**
fore roar its basic functions as the source of life for various
beings and "what leads to the forbidden is itself forbidden".
Islam considers all animals and plants as living communities,
just like mankind, and emphasizes all the measures for their
survival and performing of the functions assigned to them.
These creatures are there as an evidence of God's omnipotence
and wisdom and to serve man for his benefit and developing of
this world.

PROTECTION OF MAN AND ENVIRONMENT RASED ON ISLAM
Islam is as interested in protecting man and environment as it
is keen on protecting the elements. Any damage in any form is
therefore forbidden.
Preventing damage is better than cure
after it has happened and, according to the juristic rules,
the "elimination of mischief and corruption (is) placed before
the aquisition or production of goods and advantage".
This
means all attempts to benefit mankind and satisfy human needs,
developing agriculture, industry, etc. must be carried out
without causing damage, injury or corruption of any kind.
Hence, when planning or implementing any program, necessary
precautions should be taken to avoid causing damages, injuries
or corruption as much as possible.
Hunan and industrial wastes must be so disposed of or
eliminated that no harmful effect is left on the environment.
All possible measures should be taken to avoid and prevent any
damage caused to the environment by the use of cleaning
materials in homes, factories, farms and other private and
public places. If not possible to eliminate, measures should
be taken to cure the harmful impact when it happens.
If
damages caused by these materials prove to be more than their
benefit, their use should be forbidden altogether and a search
be conducted for a less damaging alternative.
ISLAMIC LAWS GOVERNING LEGISLATION ON PROTECTION AND
CONSERVATION OF ENVIRONMENT
A, Every Moslem is responsible to God to protect himself and
his conmunity. Protection, conservation and development
of the environment and natural resources are, therefore
an individual religious duty as well as a common social
duty undertaken by the rulers and government agencies
concerned.

B.

It is the basic duty of the ruling authorities to involve
themselves for the good and in the interest of the people
and eliminate mischief and corruption as determined by
their lawful and assigned responsibilities. According to
the juristic rule "the leader's actions are determined
and dictated by the common good".

C.

The States legitimate involvement is in case of conflict**
ing interests. The national and community's interest
have priority over individual's. Private interests can
be overlooked or neglected for the good of public and
community and public interest will be upheld at the
expense of the individual's if the two conflict.
It is
basically accepting the lesser evil to avoid the greater.

D.

Interests are classified into the following categories
based on their importance and urgency. These categories,
in descending order of priority, are; Fundamental
interests, needed interests and luxury
interests.
Obviously fundamental interests take precedence over
needed or luxury interests.

E.

The degrees of actuality and urgency vary in interests.
Actual or urgent interests have priority over projected
or probable ones.

F.

If fulfilling some interests may cause egual or more
damage than the actual achievement, this action should be
avoided. Since the first step in achieving and realiza
tion of the common good is to eliminate mischief, the
"avoidance of mischief should be given preference and
should come before the achievement of interests".

6.

It is the primary duty of the ruler and his various
offices to realize the interest of the individuals and do
their best for improving the lives of those people and

the society as a whole. This includes the environment
and natural resources and it is done through prevention,
in the first place, and remedy of damages.
H.

In compliance with the rule that "no damage or retalia
tion for such damage is allowed" and the annihilate "all
pretexts leading to mischief", the State has the right to
impose rules and standards, set by the experts in those
fields, and to take any step necessary in order to avoid,
prevent or minimize any damage before it occurs. It can
forbid or limit the scope of any action which may result
in temporary or permanent damage to any of the basic
elements, resources or environment used by the community.
This includes air pollution, water pollution, etc.

I.

When damage occurs, the State has the right to take the
necessary steps to remedy or eliminate the ipact of the
damage. Although "damage or mischief should be eliminated
or removed", it "should not be removed through similar
damage or mischief", therefore alternatives should be
, sought to repair the damage with the least possible risk
to man, environment or other creatures.

The State can hold the individuals and organizations
responsible for elimination/repair of damages caused by their
t
activities or the cost of such corrective actions. It can
also claim compensation or indemnity from individuals and
organizations whose unlawful actions have caused irrepairable
damages which could have been avoided and could hold them
responsible for such actions and restrict "them from further
activities. It can also stop certain projects from being
carried out if the welfare of the community and environment so
requires. It can weigh the advantages and disadvantages of
any project in this light and act accordingly,
INTERNATIONAL LAWS ON MARINE POLLUTION
There are about 40 international conventons and bodies which

address the problem of marine pollution in this concept. Some
of these bodies are directly related to shipping industry
while others have a marginal interest in the problem. Never
theless, they have all contributed to todays legal aspects of
preventing marine pollutipn.
Up to recent years, shipping industry concentrated its efforts
on those rules which had a direct effect on its operations,
and even these conventions and bodies concentrated more on
liability and compensation rather than prevention. This is
now changing.
The 1982 UN Conventoin on the Law of the Sea attempted to
reform the internatonal law. The Third UN Law of the Sea
Conference (UNCLOS III), originating in 1967, resulted in
establishment of the UN Seabed Committee. The shortcomings of
the Geneva Law of the Sea Conferences had made the existence
of the new laws inevitable and the limit of the national
jurisdiction, which had not been decided in Geneva, became one
of the main issues of the UNCLOS III. This had a considerable
impact on shipping industry which felt uneasy about UNCLOS
III, specially because the force behind its establishment had
been the Third World and that there was the possibility of an
extended national maritime jurisdiction in the oceans aimed at
shipping in maritime areas up to 12 miles and possibly 200
miles from coasts.
UNCLOS III has also been charged with
making new international rules for protection of marine
environment.
UNCLOS III sessions from 1973 to 1982 were not merely interna
tional conferences; they became a “law reform movement" aiming
to redistribute resources and uses of the oceans. Despite the
still existing problems in the area of deep seabed mining
encountered by the US and some other advanced countries, these
efforts have been successful and most of the 300 articles
produced by this convention have been accepted. Although it

may take some years before the rules of this convention are
implemented, many of its provisions have already become inter*national law and it provides "umbrella" legislation for
shipping, e.g.:
a.

It provides new jurisdiction for coastal states in 12*-mile
territorial seas; 24»-mile continuous zones, 200*.mile
exclusive economic zones, archipelagic waters and
environmentally endangered waters.

b.

It gives coastal states considerable power to protect
their marine environment in their new jurisdiction area,
incorporating fully the Stockholm UNCHE state obligation
to protect the environment.

c.

It provides new provisions as to the rights and responsi*bilities of coastal, flag and port states concerning the
vessels in ports, inland waters, territorial seas,
economic zones, archipelagic waters and on the high seas.

The Convention also provides for settlement of disputes and
gives technical assistance in shipping and environmental
protection to the developing states.
The treaties of the International Maritime Organization (IMO),
/
which is the designated
"competent international organize*tion", are further legitimized by the UN Convention on the Law
of the Sea.
THE 1954 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR PREVENTION OF POLLUTION
OF SEAS BY OIL (OILPOL ^54)
OILPOL '54, which has been replaced by MARPOL 73/78, was the
first international treaty dealing with the problem of oil
pollution. It prohibited discharge of oil and oil mixtures by
certain ships in certain areas of the ocean. Therefore, based

on OILPOL, ballast discharges were restricted to permitted
areas and all loading and discharging operations were recorded
in an "oil record book" which was inspected regularly.
The
amendments to this convention in 1962 and 1969 narrowed these
"permitted areas" for pollutant discharges.
THE 1969 INTERNATIONAl'cONVENTIONRELATING TO INTERVENTION ON
THE HIGH SEAS IN CASES OF OIL POLLUTION (INTERVENTION 1969),
This convention gives coastal states limited rights to take
preventive measures on the high seas against vessels which
pose great and imminent danger of oil pollution to coastlines
and other ocastal areas due to a maritime casualty. Granting
of this right was debated considerably at the convention as
the traditional international legal principles allowed no
interference in the legitimate operations of vessels on the
high seas. It was therefore for the first time that states
other than flag states could take preventive measures against
foreign vessels when there was a realistic concern that an oil
pollution may cause major consequences.
This convention, which has been criticized both for allowing
too much at the discretion of the coastal states and limiting
the rights of these same states in taking action, has been in
force since 1975 and accepted by a large number of states.
Its 1973 Protocol covering substances other than oil became
effective in 1983.
1973 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR PREVENTION OF POLLUTION
FROM SHIPS (MARPOL *73)
This convention which is one of the most important in this
field, addressed, for the first time, marine pollution from
other substances in addition to oil. There had already been
some concern that some pollutants other than oil may be more
harmful to the environemnt in some circumstances. Consisting

of a Preamble of 20 articles, two Protocols and five Annexes,
MARPOL '73, therefore, regulates other polluting sources e.g.
sewage and garbage from ships. Its annexes deal with noxious
liquid substances in bulk and harmful substances carried in
packaged form or containers.
Although held in 1973, in London, under the guidance of IMCO,
and attended by delegates from 77 states, MARPOL '73 took ten
years to be partly enforced. The part enforced is its Annex
1, Oil Pollution Regulations. Had it not been for its provi
sions of 1978 Protocol allowing states to adopt the convention
accepting only Annex 1, it would still have not been in
effect.
The 1978 Protocol, called MARPOL 73/78, was established as a
result of the shipping disasters of the winter of 1977/78.
Known as the "Tanker Safety and Pollution", it also became
effective in October 1983.
1969 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON CIVIL LIABILITY FOR OIL
POLLUTION DAMAGE (CLC 1969)
The Torrey Canyon incident ,
proved that the maritime laws
concerning liability could not satisfactorily deal with oil
pollution claims, therefore separate rules had to be made to
meet this demand. ^
The purpose of the CLC 1969 is to provide uniform rules and
procedures concerning liability and compensation in cases of
oil pollution. It covers only oil carried in bulk as a cargo,
therefore the vessels in ballast cases are not included.
According to this convention the shipowner is strictly liable
for damages caused by pollution. Negligence does not have to
be proved to establish liability.

To avoid liability, the shipowner has to prove existence of
certain circumstances, e.g. war, natural phenomena or
exceptinal nature, negligence of the victim state and failure
of the authorities to provide navigational aid. Where neither
such circumstances exist nor the shipowner is at fault, the
liability is limited to US$ 160 per ton with a maximum ceiling
of US$ 17 million per Incident, Effective 1981, an amending
Protocol replaced the original calculation method of using
gold standards of compensation with Special Drawing Rights
(SDR) of the International Monetary Fund,
To be covered under this convention, ships must carry certifi
cates confirming that they have adequate insurance. These
certificates are required by many states.
Although the flag states and the shipowners states need not be
members of this conventio.n its rules apply only to, damages
caused in the territories of the member states. Claims against
the parties liable under this convention will be field in the
state where the damage occurred and the shipowner wishing to
limit liability must establish funds just as in other limita
tion proceedings. The court having jurisdiction over the fund
will be responsible for distribution of such fund.
Due to the concern that the CLC 1969 did not fully meet the
r
requirements of major oil pollutions, the 1984 Protocol was
developed at the IMO,
This protocol raises the liability
limits to US$ 3,1 million in SDR funds for ships upto 5000
GRT.
For larger vessels it is calculated based on their
tonnage to a maximum ceiling of USS 62 million for ships of
140,000 GRT and above.
Additional compensation will be
provided by the 1984 Protocol if damages exceed the shipowners
liability.

9.

1971 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON ESTABLISHMENT OF AN
INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR COMPENSATION FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE
(FUND 1971)
The insurance underwriters had realized the inadequacy of the
CLC limits before it was implemented in 1975. Subsequently,
the supplementary convention •. Fund 1971 •. made provisions for
extraordinary incidents.
«

Fund 1971 is financed by the member states from the import and
export levies on oil and applies only to oil carried in bulk.
To be members of Fund membership in CLC Is required. In order
for the shipowner to seek compensation when such need arises,
the flag state of the ship must also be a member.
Fund 1971 allows a maximum amount of US$ 54 million added to
any available CLC cover. This amount can be increased to USJ
72 million at the discretion of the administration. However,
the 1984 Fund Protocol increased this ceiling to US$ 208
million on condition that the total amount of oil imported in
three of the number states was, at minimum,' 600 million tons
in the previous calendar year. Liability becomes void where
hostilities exist, the pollution is caused due to negligence
of the claimant or it cannot be proved that the polluting oil
was spilled from the vessel concerned. Claims are filed in
the applicable courts of the member states. Like CLC, the
convention's 1976 Protocol recommended use of the SDR for
calculation of liability. However this protocol has not been
implemented yet.
10.

THE SAUDI ARABIAN LAWS ON MARINE POLLUTION
There is no national law in Saudi Arabia against the pollu*tion, but the contracts with the exploration and exploitation
companies stipulate articles obliging them to prevent the
pollution of the marine environment by oil. The existing laws

and regulations concerning the Saudi Arabian's marine environ*,
ment are not specifically related to control and prevention of
pollution, but contain some articles . regarding this matter.
An example of this is the 1974 Royal Decree No. M/27 on
Seaport and Lighthouses Law which Includes provisions for NonPollution of Seawater with Oil (Articles 311-332, Chapter 1,
Section 12). This law was- promulgated In compliance with the
provisions of OILPOL 54/62 after ratification of the conven
tion.
The 1981 Royal Decree No. 7/M/8903 gave the responsibility for
control of pollution In the Kingdom's environment to
Meteorology and Environmental
Protection Administration
(MEPA),
This organization has established the country's
Environmental Protection Standards protecting the air and
water from pollution. These standards apply to all existing
and planned facilities.
Further standards are to be set
concerning land and noise pollution, toxic and hazardous
material. Implementation of these standards on the coast Is
necessary to maintain the protected areas and fisheries and
for the long term protection of the Saudi Arabian marine
environment.
Based on the Royal Decree No. 7/M/8903, the Environmental
Protection Coordinating Committee (EPCCOM) coordinates the
activities of varous government organizations Involved In
protecting the environment. The chairman of this powerful
convnittee Is HRH the Minister of Defense and Aviation and Its
members are at Deputy Minister level.
Its function Is to
study MEPA rules and regulations concerning the environment
and. If approved, submit them to the Council of Ministers for
further, processing.
These rules and regulations, after con
currence of each Ministry Involved and endorsement of the
Council of Ministers, become national policy,
EPCCOM has tasked MEPA to ensure that the Kingdom's
authorities abide by the rules set in the Kuwait

Regional

Agreement for Protection of the Marine Environment, the
Regional Agreement for Conservationof the Environment of the
Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, and their Protocols. It has also
approved the following:
A.

The Regional Agreement for Conserving the Environment of
the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden, and its Protocol.

B.

The National Plan for Control of Pollution by Oil and
Other Harmful Substances in Emergencies and the related
regulations and procedures for their implementation.

C.

Designating marine protectorates in the Red Sea and the
Gulf area where all development is stopped pending oreparation of detailed plans for conservation of the areas.

D.

Prohibition of any new coastal infilling, dredging and
solid waste disposal without assessing the environmental
impact.

E.

Delegating the responsibility of stopping prohibited
activities to Coast Guard in coordination with MEPA.

F.

Setting up a permanent committee consisting of the
Ministry of Education, Ministry of Higher Education,
Directorate General of Girls Education and MEPA to study
f
means of promoting environmental education at all levels.

G.

Setting up a permanent committee consisting of the
Ministry of Information and MEPA to develop programs for
environmental awareness.

H.

Creating fixed positions to monitor pollution.

I.

Setting up a committee to determine the overlapping
jurisdiction of MEPA and the Saudi Arabian'Standard
Organization (SASO).

CHAPTER FIVE
SPILL RESPONSE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY RECOMMENDATIONS
Spill response recommendations presented In this chapter should be
considered as a preliminary scoping estimate.
It is anticipated
that detailed contingency plans and associated risk assessment will
be developed at a later date by On«<Scene Coordinators for locations
within the subareas identified herein. Therefore, this document
presents a standard basis to Judge the adequacy of future locationi*
specific proposed response inventories, especially in the context of
the total needs of each subarea and considering the potential for
cooperative use of equipment and supplies.
Generally, there are not standard criteria available for specifying
recommended amounts of response equipment/supplies as a function of
spill size.
Therefore, subjective judgments have been frequently
used as a basis for providing preliminary spilUresponse inventory
reconmendations.
These recommendations are generally based on
considerations of the experience of Clean Atlantic and Clean Gulf
(of Mexico) oil spill cooperatives, as well as U.S. Coast Guard and
other worldwide experience.
1.

GENERIC RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALTERNATIVE DESIGN SPILL AMOUNTS
Equipment and supply recommendations have been developed for
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in response to design spills of
1000, 5000, 10000, 50000 and 100000 barrels (137, 685, 1370,
6850, and 13700 metric tonnes). These reconmendations provide
for a multifaceted response approach based on consideration of
worldwide experience. There may. be situations when the use of
chemical dispersants is appropriate (especially for initial
response before oil weathering is significant).
Other
situations (e.g,, spills within sensitive ecological areas)
may require mechanical containment and cleanup methods (e.g.,
use of booms and skimmers). The recommendations provided in
this section are based on the conservative assumption that for

a given design spill amount the capability should be available
for total response by mechanical means and by application of
dispersants.
Appropriate spill response actions and associated equipment
and supplies depend on the specific type of substance spilled.
The emphasis for the present analysis has been on spills
associated with the handling and transport of crude oil;
however coastal operations at Jubail, Yanbu, and Rabigh will
also involve refined products and petrochemicals, as well as
other hazardous materials.
Spill response methods for
potential spills associated with these petroleum products are
generally similar to those methods used for crude oil spills.
Primary response may involve the use of booms, skirraners, or
dispersant applications.
Frequently, it is advisable to
dilute and mechanically disperse (flush) such spills, or even
take a no*-response action, instead of using containment and
recovery methods, because of the potential toxic flammable and
explosive characteristics associated with some hazardous
materials expected to be handled at Saudi Arabian ports is
presented in Table 5-1. For the present analysis, it has been
assumed that a well-rounded response equipment and supply
inventory for crude oil spills will also be appropriate,
supplemented by additional safety equipment, supplies and
procedures, for many potential refinery and petrochemical
production spills expected in the coastal waters of the
Kingdom. However, response equipment recommendations
specified in this report are based primarily on response to
oil-like spills.
Recommendations for hazardous substance
spills involve many complex considerations which are beyond
the scope of this study.
To determine design spill amounts for the present risk
assessment, it was assumed that response actions (not
Including deployment time would need) to be completed within
about one to three days of the start of the spill event.

I
Table 5-1
Cautionary and Corrective Response Summary
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Spills in ports will generally require rapid deplo.yment of
spill response equipment. Although rapid response is still
important before oil spreads to cover an onwieldy area and
before weathering makes response more difficult, offshore
spills are associated witli longer spill transport periods
before the shoreline is affected. Longer deployment times are
therefore acceptable to some greater degree for offshore
spills. Shoreline cleanup completion time is considered less
critical than spill-control operations and. could generally
extend for several days or more without serious additional
Impacts.
A one*, to three-day response time is generally attainable only
for spills of approximately 10,000 to 20,000 barrels (2,470
metric tonnes), or less, in which the total spill amount is
released almost instantaneously. Logistical problems involved
in operating a fleet of response vessels and the restriction
of the area close to the spill source where cleanup opera
tions are most efficient are the primary reasons for this
limitation.
Spills that exceed 10,000 to 20,000 barrels or
are associated with long-release durations will, of necessity,
therefore require a multiday-response period. A summary of
representative spill amounts and rates for various sources is
provided in Table^ 5-2 based on worldwide and U.S. Coast Guard
experience.
The effective working period (day) relevant to response
activities for the purposes of design of an effective program
is considered to be approximately 10 hours (not including
deployment time). Daytime conditions for an actual spill are
highly dependent on the season of the year and the prevailing
conditions of the time. Night time response efforts are
. generally inefficient and dangerous for the response staff
because of the significantly reduced visibility due to dark
ness. Therefore it has been assumed that only a 10-hour work
shift per day could be reasonably expected on the average.

■

Table 5-2
Summary of Representative Spill Amounts and Rates

Source

Representative Maximum
Spill Amount, bbl
(metric tonnes)

Representative Spill
Discharge Rate, bbl/hr
(metric tonnes/hr)

7,300 ( 1,000)

Instantaneous

Offshore loading buoys
Damage to subsea hoses
Damage to floating hoses

36.500 ( 5,000)

Instantaneous

Tankers
Groundings
Col11 sons
Explosions

73,000 (10,000)

- •
«
. »
1,500 to 4,400 (200 to 600)

Subsea pipeline?

73,000 (10.000)

Tanker terminals
Damage to loading arms
Damage to cargo hose or manifold

Offshore platforms and wells
Source:
a.

182,500 (25,000)

Instantaneous <
50 to 73.00 (6 to 100)

IMCO, X977a, personal communication based on worldwide and U.S. Coast Guard experience,
Adm. W. Barrow, Ret. U.S. Coast Guard, October 1983.

Extreme events may result in spill amounts in excess of those listed above.

A suitBnary list of recormnended types of spill response
equipment and supplies, as well as their associated costs, is
presented in Table 5*«3, A comprehensive list of vendors and
specifications for commercially available spill control and
cleanup products is presented in the 1983 International
Directory of Oil Spill Control Products.
Generic equipment and supply recommendations for alternative
design spill sizes of 1000, 5000, 10000, 50000, and 100000
barrels for a local area are presented in Table 5*.4, based on
Clean Atlantic/Clean Gulf (of Mexico), U. S. Coast Guard and
other worldwide experience.
Only dispersant supplied are
directly related to spill size. As the spill size increases
much beyond 20000 barrels, it becomes logistically impractical
and costly to increase the amount of mechanical and
supplemental support equipment, especially that for inshore
response. Spill containment also becomes impractical for
these large spill sizes. Therefore, for those larger spills,
cleanup equipment should be primarily based on the use of
offshore, high*.capacity equipment, supported as necessary by
additional smaller units. Response inventory recommendations
summarized in Table 5-4 represent equipment and supplies that
would be used in a cooperative arrangement for a local area
(e.g., for a combination of port, tanker terminal, and off-
shore operations). Thus, duplication of equipment would be
minimized for the sake of efficiency. This approach, however,
requires that all equipment be compatible (such as booms and
connections).
,
^
A.-

Skiironers .

^

\ «

Skimmers can be effectively used as a mechanical means
for spill cleanup. They are designed to collect oil from
the water surface without chemically or physically alter
ing the oil. There are four major types of skimmers as
follows:

Table 5-3
Simmary Specification for Spill-Response Equipment and Supplies
(Page 1 of 3)

Type
I. Skimmers

II. Booms
r
*
III. Chemicals

IV,

Sorbents

V. Miscellaneous

Description

Unit Cost
Estimate (SR)^

Propulsion

Additional Information

Offshore
(weir)

Towed

Harbor
(oleophilic or
submersion)
Shallow-water

Self-propelled

350 to 600 bbl/hr
(Includes 150 to
200-m Class III boom)
70 to 200 bbl/hr

1,500,000

Towed

10 to 50 bbl/hr

100,000

Offshore
Harbor
Shallow-water
Sorbent

NA
NA
NA
NA

Class
Class
Class
Class

1,500/m
500/m
200/m
500/m

Dispersants

NA

Collectants^

NA

1 bbl treats
10 bbl oil
1 bbl treats
50 km shoreline or
slick perimeter

2,000/bbl

Synthetic

NA

7 kg treats
1 bbl oil

40,000/tonne

Offshore vessel

Inboard

30 to 60-m length,

(b)

Vessel of Oppor
tunity System

III
II
I
I

250-bbl dispersant
load capacity,
25-bbl/hr dispersant
concentrate spray rate

1,000,000

1,500/bbl

Table 5-3
^
.
Suxary Specification for SpllResponse Equipment and Supplies
(Page Z of 3;

Type
V. Miscellaneous
(continued)

Description

Propulsion

Utility boat

Inboard

Workboat
Inflatable |)oat

Outboard or
Inboard/
outboard
Outboard

Dracone/barge

Towed

Oracone/barge

Towed

FIreboat

Inboard

Van

Self-propelled

Vacuum truck
Tank truck
Aircraft

Self-propelled
Self-propelled
Self-propelled

Additional Information
12 to 16-m length,
5-bbl dispersant
load capacity,
5-bbl/hr dispersant
concentrate spray rate
6 to 8-ra length, trailer
mounted, capable of
deploying Class I boom
4-m length, shallow
water use, trailer
mounted
1,000-bbl storage
capacity (recovered
oil)
250-bbl storage
capacity (recovered
oil)
For flushing and foam
application operations
Radio equipment,
capable of towing boat
trailer and carrying
small supplies
100-bbl/hr capacity
100-bbl capacity
For aerial spill
surveillance, equip
ped with chemical
spraying system

Unit Cost
Estimate (SR)®

(b)
40,000
1,000,000

300,000
(b)
(b)

300,000
ISi

Table 5-3
Sunwary Specification for Spill-Response Equipment and Supplies
(Page 3 of 3)

Description

Type
V. Miscellaneous
(continued)

. ' ■

Oily beach
cleaner
Front-end
loader
Truck
% ’

Dredge/pump
system
'

Propulsion

Additional Information

Front-end loader

100-bbl/hr oil
collection rate
Bucket mounting
to accommodate oily
beach cleaner
100-bbl capacity.
capable of over beach
travel, can be loaded
from top (may be same
units as tank trucks
specified above
For response to
spills of heavlerthan-water substances

Unit Cost
Estimate (SR)«
100,000
(b)
(b) . .

(b)

a* Typical costs without delivery Included; however, there Is a wide range of costs between
manufacturers and different variations of equipment.
..
j
b. Can serve multiple purposes In addition to spill response; costs therefore not provided.

, '-if#--

'i'

Table 5-4
Otstgn SM11-a«*POfl*« EquIpMnt •nd Suppiftt Beco««end«t<on$ for • Centric Locel Broc

5.000 bcr
(685 toimes)

T.MO WT .

loo.ooirBEr

50.000 bbl
(6.850 tonnes!

(1.370 tonnes!

^137 twmetl
BMian Cost EstiMtc Design Cost EstiMte
Design Cost Estloite Design Cost Estinete
InSSy*
(S)J
InrentSryi
(SR!b
Inventory*
(SRl«»
Inventorjr*
(SRl«»

(13.700 tonnes!
Design Cost Estimate
Inventory*
(SR)b

Description

2
2

200.000
3 000.000

500 m
Offshore (Class III)
1,000 m^
Harbor (Class II)
ShallOM-Mater (Class I)
1,000 m
1,000 m
Sorbent
Exclusionary (site-specific)
ee

III. Chemicals Dispersants
Collectants ., .
IV. Sorbents Synthetic
». MlscelU- Offshore vessel^
neous
Utility boat
Horkboat
Inflatable boat
Dracone/barge (1.000 bbl)
Oracone/barge (250 bbl)
Fireboat
Van
Vacuum truck
Tank truck
Aircraft
Oily beach cleaner
Front end loader
Truck
Oredge/pump systcai

1.000.000
4.500.000
400.000

,

‘

750.000
500,000
^ 200.000
: 500,000
'*
•

500 m

1.^m
2.^ m
2.000 m
500
bbl

750,000
750.000
400.000
1,000,000
•
750.000

2

4

6

2.000,000

4

6,000,000
600,000

8

1.500.000

10.000
bbl

15.000,000

100
bbl

200,000

200
bbl

400,000

10
bbl

20,000

20
bbl

40,000

1
tonnes

40,000

4
tonnes

160.000

8
tonnes

320.000

2

1-3

.

8

320.000

1.000.000

5

5.000,000

600.000
(e!
(e)
300,000

2

600.000

2

(e)
600,000

. i:i

'

'

il!

100,000

li

1-3
14
4

1

3
3

12

1

il

(e

6
8

12
12
10

2

1-3
24
4

8
(e.
300.000

1

6
6
24

1

il

480.000

,

600.000
10 000,000
(e)

1,200,000
(e)
(e!
600.000

spill conditions permit such operations.
,
,
,
Muiihfir of vessels Dretficeted on the tow1n9 iK)de selecteom
Can serve multiple purposes In addition to sp(ll response; costs therefore are not provided.

2.oro.ooo
1.000.000
2,500,000

m

40
tonnes .

1.600.000

12

iii

12
16
16

20

640.000

,

2

600.000
20 000,000

6
12

1,800,000

3-6
32

1

10

10
40

1

i:l
i:l
1.000.000

_Jii

55.940,000
27.940.0ro
16,550,000
8.504.000
Total
OurotlilK rtiiresrot U» »i»l«r of U« UUI rKcndtJ HmI rw.ti-«J to iiiwort tiuiilcl mo oismriwt optrnii-..
a.
If WSlMe.
>«HT
fOf «•“ -II
prwIcM offshore seab.

c.
d.
c.

3.000.000

1,000
bbl

4,000

(e!

m
m
m
m

7.500.000

2
bbl

3

2.000
4.000
5.000
5,000

5.000
bbl

150,000

6
8
8

3.000,000
1.500.000
800,000
2.000,000

1.500.000
1,000,000
600.000
1.500.000

l.OTOm
2.000 m
3.000 m
3.000 m

100
bbl

,e
,e
(e.
160.000

4,000,000
10.500,000
800,000

4.000.000
10.500.000
800.000

6
mmmm

1.000.000

§§§§

11. Booms

1C

.

I. SklnMTS Offshore (350-600 bbl/hr)
Herbor (70-200 bb!/hr)

80
tonnes

3,200.000

12

12
16
16

640.000

20

20.000.000

2

600.000

8
16
2

(e!
2,400.000
(e!
(e)

20

2,000,000

3-6
40

20

68,040,000

//

Weir Skimmers (Including skimming barriers)
a weir Is positioned near the oil-water Interface to
minimize the flow of water along with the oil.
Oleophilic Skimmers (Including rope, disc, and belt
skimmers)
an oleophilic surface Is moved through the slick, and the
absorbed oil Is scraped or squeezed Into a collection
area.
Submersion Skimner
a rotating nonabsorbent belt submerges the oil and moves
It beneath the surface of the water toward a collection
area in which the oil rises because of its buoyancy.
Centrifugal or Vortex Skimners (including vessel-mounted
and pump-assisted skimmers)
a vortex is formed to draw oil into the skittmer in which
centrifugal forces separate the denser water from the
most buoyant oil that collects at the surface.
The proposed skimmer inventory for a local area should
have appropriately sized portable equipment to respond
effectively to'^both small and large spills. The smaller
units like small weir or oleophilic loop units are
generally best for shallow-water applications or
protected waters (such as port and harbor areas). Large
recovery capacity may be provided by skimming/boom system
(recovery units fitted at the apex of diversion booms^ or
self-propelled units with integral skimmer systems. For
this study, a skimming/boom system has been recommended
as the primary offshore skimmer because of Its larger
potential for oil recovery. Although primarily designed
for offshore usf, these large-capacity skimmers can be
used to supplement smaller equipment for large, spills
within port areas; however, use may be limited to deep
water channels.

The amount of equipment specified has been based on the
assumption that actual skimming capacity is less than
that normally specified by the manufacturer. Manufacturer
specificatons are generally for ideal recovery condi
tions, such as calm water, favorable weather conditions,
and substances with optimum pumping characteristics.
Limited tank tests and actual operation have indicated
that these recovery rates do not accurately reflect
"field capacity rates".
For this study, it has been
assumed that actual recovery rates are 50 percent of the
manufacturer rates, based on consideration of U.S. Coast
Guard experience.
Booms
Booms can be used to facilitate spill cleanup by contain
ment or by funneling the spill to a skimmer. Boons can
also be used to protect vulnerable areas. This can be
accomplished by using booms to divert the spill or by
closing off an area. Such as a harbor entrance. There
fore, the amount of diversionary or exclusionary boom
necessary for protection of a local area is dependent on
the sensitive facilities and locations to be protected.
f

The amount of boom needed to completely contain a spill
rapidly becomes impracticably large as a function of
increasing spill quantity, based on U.S. Coast Guard and
other worldwide experience. For example, assuming an
average spill thickness of 0,1 ro, the circumference of a
1000-barrel spill is 4500 itr and 45000 m for a 100,000barrel spill. Therefore, for this assessment the amount
of containment boom recommended is not directly related
to spill size.
Instead, a basic amount of 500 m per
skimmer has been recommended for each of the three boom
types (i.e., offshore, harbor, and shallow-water) for
containment, diversion, or use with skimmer applications.

Table 5-5
Boom Classification Criteria

I
•

'

,

Class

Skirt
Depth
(m)

Freeboard
(m)

Total
Height
(w)

I

0.2

0.1

0.3

II

0.4

0.2

0.6

in

0.6

0.5

0.9

Use

Current
Velocity
Perpendicular
to Boom (m/sec)

Maximum Conditions
Mind
Velocity
Perpendicular
to Boom (m/sec)

Wave Ratio
Height/Length

Calm waters
>
Harbor
(moderate
waves and
current)

0.5

6.8

0.08

0.8

9.0

0.08 '

Open water

1.0

t

11.3

0.08

Source: Byroade et a1.» 1981.
Note: It is recognized that all booms in currents in excess of 0.4 meter per second are subject to
water entrainment. Current categories provided are indicative of the environment In which
they could be used, even though containment efficiency would be reduced.

Boom amounts recommended of 500 m per skimmer provide the
basis for funneling the oil spill to the skirraner unit.
Excess amounts may create logistical problems. It has
been assumed that cleanup operations and the use of
coastal diversionary and exclusionary booms would provide
the protection required to supplement the 500 m of boom
per skimmer.
The amount of sorbent boom (for use In
shallow and ecologically sensitive areas) required has
been assumed to be equal to the amount, of Class I boom
recommended. However, there are not firm criteria or
other worldwidet Information available to substantiate
this assumption. Local On-Scene Coordinators may vary
their Inventory based on a detailed assessment of local
requirements.
Standard classification criteria are presented In Table
5*.5 to specify boom types. These classification have
been used for the boom Inventory recommendations
presented In this chapter.
The following are general characteristics that must be
considered for boom selection:
*• Sufficient l^uoyancy to prevent submergence under all
predicted forces.
»• Sufficient draft to minimize entrainment and to
contain significant amounts of oil.
*• Sufficient freeboard to prevent splash over. ;
•. Tension lines that are external to the curtain or
. skirt sections to allow the boom to follow and
maintain proper height with respect to the seas. •r Resistance to oils, abrasion, and sunlight.
•< Provisions for simple, quick connection of sections.

■

Bu11t*>1n mooring points.
A1r*«Inflated booms are generally cheaper and more easily
stored and handled. The complication Is that a h1gh»
volume, low pressure air supply must be provided and some
air leakages may occur. Also deployment Is much slower,
decreasing the opportunity for rapid response.
Boom recommendations are based on the following:
•• An average dally maximum wind speed of 10 meters per
second was assumed. Although winds of up to 25 meters
per second have been recorded In the Arabian Gulf
region, they are Infrequent. In addition, deployment
of booms In winds of this magnitude would be extremely
difficult. If not Impossible, and the equipment would
be unlikely to remain effective or undamaged at speeds
of more than 10 to 12 meters per second* Selection of
a higher wind speed would also substantially Increase
the amount of boom required. However, it Is not cost*i
effective to develop an equipment inventory based on
an extreme weather or spill event. Winds greater than
ten meters per second generally occur less than five
percent of-the time In Saudi waters.
•• Rapid deployment of containment booms would be used
downwind or downcurrent, or to surround a loading
tanker with booms In the event of a spill. The boom
would be used to deflect the oil, and thus move It to
a skimming device that could be fitted at the apex of
the boom, or a skimmer could skim within the boom
areas.
» Harbor basins would be protected by means of exc1u«
slonary booms placed so as to reduce the current
perpendicular to the boom to approximately 0.4 meter
per second. A skitmning device would be Incorporated
In the boom system.

*• Under the Influence of wfnd, oil moves at about three
to four percent of the wind speed In the same general
direction of the wind. If other currents are not a
major factor.
»• Selected priority beach areas, and especially
sensitive areas, would be protected by diversionary
booming to channel oil to selected recovery sites.
•i Sea»water»>Intake channels would be protected by
exclusionary booms and skimming systems.
For spills that occur Inside the harbor basins,
containment booms would be placed as near the spill
sites as possible to prevent the spread of oil to the
breakwater or beach areas, which would require a much
more difficult cleanup.
•• Approximately one-half of the boom Inventory In a
local area should be reeKmounted or In pollution**
response vessels and ready for Immediate deployment.
The remainder should be stored in a secure covered
area.
/

Environmental Impacts associated with the use of booms
are summarized In Table 5»*6.
A similar discussion Is
presented In Table 5**7 relevant to marsh and mangrove
areas.

.

Chemicals
Chemical dispersants and collectants are frequently used
to control otl spills (the petroleum Industry In the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has routinely used dispersants
for offshore spills). These substances, however, have
varying degrees of toxicity to marine organisms, and

r
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Table 5-6
Envtrofinental Impacts of Alternative Booming Techniques
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Table 5-7
, , u j
of
Alternative
Booming
Technique
Marsh/Mangrove Impacts

Skirt and fence booms

No impact

No impact

No impact

Earth and rigid
barriers

Possible interruption
of tidal cycle; sub
strate loss if marsh
soil is used for bar
rier construction

Substrate loss if
marsh soil is used
for barrier construc
tion

Possible interruption
of tidal cycle; sub
strate loss if marsh
soil is used for bar
rier construction

Permeable barriers

No impact

No impact

Sorbents

Possible injury to
birds and other ani
mals by nonbiodegradable remnants

Possible injury to
birds and other ani
mals by nonbiodegradable remnants

. No impact
Possible.injury to
birds and other ani
mals by nonbiodegrar
dable remnants

varying degrees of effectiveness, depending on the
substance spilled. Therefore, consideration of their use
in shallow waters or in sensitive ecological areas, such
as coral areas and shrimp nurseries, must be approached
with caution. A suninary of environmental considerations
for dispersant use is presented in Table 5-8.
Dispersants are chemical surfactants containing molecules
that have an oil-compatible segment and a water-compati
ble segment. This results in enveloping the oil droplets
with an oil-repulsing zone that repels other droplets and
prevents coagulation. Thus, the dispersants tend to
break up and disperse oil spills. Rut the effectiveness
of dispersants is limited to liquids that have oil-like
properties.
Typically, dispersants are most effective on the least
persistent (more volatile) oils and the least effective
on the more persistent oils. In some cases, such as with
nonspreading or emulsified oils, chemical treatment can
be expected to have little or no effect. Dispersants can
frequently reduce the fire and toxic hazards of many
types of volatile spills in port areas. However, the
effectiveness and applicability of dispersants varies for
different commercial products and spill situations.
Dispersant selection and use therefore must be evaluated
on a case-by-case basic and also considered based on
environmental factors.
- ’* *

^
‘
Dispersants should be used in conjunction with decision
criteria and procedures to minimize any potential
environmental damage and to ensure that dispersants are
used appropriately.
In genera!, dispersants are best
used for initial response to offshore spills, and
mechanical cleanup is best suited for inshore and port
areas. There are, however, exceptions to these general

Table 5-8
Environmental Considerations for Dispersant Use Evaluation (LIndstedt-SIva, 1982)
(Page 1 of 5)
Impact

Area
Coral Reefs

Susceptible (highly variable by
species) to toxic effects of
dispersed oil.

H

Recommendations
Whenever an oil spill threatens a coral
reef, the use of dispersants should be
considered to prevent oil from reaching
the reef. For spills that occur over a
reef, decisions on the use of dispersants
should take Into account the type of
reef and the location on the reef.
Floating oil will have the greatest
Impact on emergent reefs. Dispersant •
use should be considered to prevent
grounding of oil on such reefs. Shallow
submergent reefs will be less affected
by floating oil than by chemically dis
persed oil. The use of dispersants
over these reefs should weigh the poten
tial Impacts to the reef against Impacts
that might occur from allowing the oil
to come ashore. Deep-water reefs are
unlikely to be affected by chemically
dispersed oil. The use of dispersants
should be a definite consideration If
the alternative Is to allow the oil to
Impact shorelines. Oil should be pre
vented from entering reef habitats having
low flushing rates (e.g., lagoons, atolls).
The use of dispersants In such areas
should have secondary priority to
mechanical cleanup techniques.

Tflblc 5“8Use Evaluation (LIndstedt-SIva, 1982)
Environmental Considerations for Dispersant
(Page 2 of 5)

Area
Seagrass Beds

Impact

Recommendations

use should be considered while
Lack of Information on the effects Dispersant
a slick Is still offshore to prevent the
of dispersed oil.
oil from Invacting the grass bed. Seagrass distribution ranges from the Inter
tidal down to approximately 25 m. Dis
persant use should be considered where
grass beds are deeper than 10 m or rdiere
floating oil Is likely to ground on in
tertidal grass beds. Grass beds between
the Intertidal zone and 10 ra depth are
more likely to be Impacted by dispersed
oil than by oil floating on the sur
face. Dispersant use In these areas
should weigh Impacts to the grass beds
against the potential exposure to onshore
habitats. In shallow lagoons or areas
of restricted flushing rates, mechanical
cleanup Is preferred to dispersant usage.
However, dispersant usage should remain
an option to protect more, sensitive shore
line environments.

Rocky Shores

Car) harm Intertidal biota.

Use with caution. Direct application
to rocky shores normally not recom
mended. If required, apply In front
of an advancing tide allowing sea
to accomplish "wash down".

Marine Mammal Habitats

Effects of dispersed oil not
well-known.

Avoid close-in use. Treat oil spill
well away from such habitats.

Table 5-8
. Environmental Considerations for Dispersant Use Evaluation (L1ndstedt-S1va, 1982)
(Page 3 of 5)
Area
Bird Habitats

Impact
Generally reduces oil spill
Impacts of bird habitats, but
roay .be harmful to wetlands.

'

Sandy Beaches

Tidal Flats

Nearshore Subtidal
«

May affect biota If concentra
tion high.

t Little Information of the dis

persed oil Into the sediments
can
expected.
May be harmful at high concen
trations to bottom organisms.

Recommendations
Treat offshore If possible. May be
used In and near habitats for the
following:
0 Areas with large numbers of
migrating birds
0 Areas that support large yearround colonies
0 Endangered species habitat should
not be used for:
+ Breeding colony sites
■f Impoi^tant coastaVwetlands
Use offshore If possible. Shoreline
application directly on a case-by-case
basis considering local ecology and
land use.
Treat offshore If possible; but can be
used In shallow water (less than 5 m),
if necessary. Do not apply to tidal
flats which have already been impacted.
Treat offshore If possible. In deciding
whether to disperse a slick In the near
shore area, the potential exposure of
bottom organisms must be weighed against
the potential exposure of onshore organ1sms.

U
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Table 5-8
Envirormental Considerations for Dispersant Use Evaluation (LIndstedt-SIva, 1982)
(Page 4 of 5)
Area

Impact

Recomnendatlons

Salt Marshes

May be harmful at high concen
trations. Additional research
needed.
>

Chemical dispersion should be carried out
as far from the salt marsh ecosystem as
Is feasible. If It Is necessary to apply
dispersant to an oil slick near a salt
marsh, the dispersant should be sprayed
just ahead of a rising tide to maximize
mixing and dilution of the oil, and to
minimize Impact of floating oil on the
marsh. Direct applications of disper
sants to salt marshes is not recommended.
If marsh vegetation has been heavily
oiled, dispersants will probably not pre
vent nor lessen dmnage, and low pressure
flushing, or the "no treatment" option
should be considered.

Mangrove

May have less adverse impact
on organisms than untreated
slick. Must be evaluated on
case-by-case basis.

Because of the very high probability that
an oil spill will damage mangrove trees
that It Impacts, the major goal of the
cleanup effort should be to prevent oil
from reaching mangrove forests. Chemical
dispersion should be carried out as far
from the mangrove forest as possible.
Chemical dispersion should be considered
a viable option even If some dispersed
oil may'enter the forest. If significant
amounts of dispersed oil enters a man
grove forest In an area with little
tidal range, attempts should be made to
flush It out.

-L-)
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Table 5-8
Environmental Considerations for Dispersant Use Evaluation (LIndstedt-SIva, 1982)
(Page 5 of 5)
Area
Offshore

Impact
Increases hazard posed by the
spill to offshore water-column
organisms since they will be
exposed to higher hydrocarbon
concentrations than otherwise.

V1

Recommendations
For spills offshore, chemical dispersants
are recommended when sensitive habitats,
animals, or shorelines are at risk. This
Is especially true when untreated oil
threatens highly aggregated populations
(e.g., migrating or staging populations
of seabirds, breeding sites, areas of
upwelling) or threatens particularly
oil-sensitive coastal areas (e.g., salt
marshes, mangrove swamps, seagrass beds).
These oil-sensitive resources should be
considered to be at risk from an un
treated oil slick If they lie within
several hundred kilometers of the spill
site. There are two possible exceptions
to this recommendation. 1) When the dis
persed oil threatens aggregated populations
of water-column organisms (usually applies
only to fish eggs and/or larvae), disper
sant should be used only If It will mini
mize the overall environmental damage
caused by the spill; 11) When trajectory
data Indicate that the possibility of
contact between oil and oil-sensitive
resources Is very small under prevailing
conditions, there Is little justification
for using dispersants.

guidelines'.
For this study It has been assumed that
dispersant capacity should be available for treatment of
the total spill amount.
The amount of chemical dispersants necessary Is directly
proportional to the postulated spill size, but the dosage
rates for application are difficult to assess.
In
general, the smallest amount of dispersant that produces
the desired result of adequate dispersion Is appropriate
and minimizes the environmental Impact. Also, the use of
large quantities of chemical dispersants can be quite
expensive. (However, one barrel of dispersed oil is
generally less expensive than one barrel of skimmed oil.)
Most dispersant manufacturers supply dosage recommenda*<
tions In terms of amount per acre. The dispersant appll*cation results can vary substantially, depending on wind
and wave conditions, the oil type, and the effectiveness
of the application process.
These recommendations,
therefore, should be considered as Initial starting
points and should be adjusted after assessment In the
field on a case»by-case basis. In addition, manufacturer
recommendations are frequently based on Ideal conditions
and there Is a general lack of toxicity and effectiveness
Information for subtropical/tropical environments.
For
example, a ' typical manufacturer-recommended dosage rate
Is the equivalent of 1 barrel of dispersant to 30 - 60
barrels of oil. However, Independent estimates Indicate
that as much as 1 part dispersant (concentrate) to 10
parts of olj may be required. For this study, the 1-to-lO
ratio has been used as the basis for conservatively
recommending dispersant stockpile amounts. Frequently,
application of the dispersant In the concentrate form Is
warranted. This has been the assumption used for conser
vatively specifying dispersant application equipment and
supplies, for this study. Such an approach, however, may
require special modificatipn of standard equipment.
In
general, the local On-Scene Coordinator should use a
l-to-30 ratio Initially.

Depending on the effectiveness of this ration, the amount
of dispersant to oil treated may be varied as warranted
by actual on*«scene conditions; However, for conservatism,
the dispersant stockpile inventory should be based on the
1-to-lO ratio.
Chemical
collectants are useful in restricting the
spreading of a spill during low»wind, low»current
conditions. Therefore, their application is best suited
for protected port areas. However, during suitable wind
and wave conditions, collectants can be used at sea on
the spill perimeter (such as application via helicopter
spraying).
They are usually applied only to the’peri
meters of spills and in very low dosages.
Specific criteria for determining the quantities required
for different sized spills are not available. For this
study, it has been assumed that one barrel of collectant

win treat about 50 km of spill perimete,r or shoreline.
In general, collectants would be used
along the shoreline or in the port).

in

shore

(i.e.,

While surface collecting agents have a measureable level
of toxicity, they are typically applied in very low
dosages and over limited areas (i.e,, along the perimeter
or leading edge of a slick). They also operate at the
surface and evaporate relatively rapidly. (Agents contain
carrier solvents that may be partially soluble.)
It is
doubtful
that ocean application In accordance with
manufacturers" recommendations would result in concentra
tions causing quantifiable effects.
Greater ecologic concern should be given to shoreline
application, where direct agent: amenity contact results
in higher concentrations.
This may be particularly
important where continual, or repeated application is

necessary.
Surface colVecttng agents hold a great deal
of.promise for the temporary protection of wetlands and
mangroves.
Since their impacts on vegetation are not
well-known, use probably should be limited to application
where significant contamination is indicated,
A final consideration should be directed to the possible
misapplication of surface collectors.
If surface
collectors are applied seaward of the oil and shoreline,
the oil may be forced ashore greatly compounding cleanup
and damage.
Wind and tidal shifts can result in the
generation of similar problems. Use of surface collectors
inshore requires a clear understanding of their perfor
mance and nature of area to be treated.
The effectiveness of collectants is relatively short
lived and frequent reapplications may be necessary.
Formal guidelines for the recommended inventory of
collectants are not available in the technical litera
ture. For this study, it has been recommended that
approximately 20 barrels of collectant be stockpiled per
each 1000 barrels of dispersant, similar to the inventory
used by Clean Gulf in the United States.
t

It should be noted that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is
currently evaluating the availability and effectiveness
of using biological agents. However, such an approach is
still in the experimental stage,
i
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Sorbents
Sorbents are generally used to clean up spills that are
too thin for efficient recoery by skimmers. Also,
sorbents are frequently used in lieu of skimmers or
vacuum trucks for spill cleanup in relatively inaccessi
ble or ecologically sensitive areas (such as marshes and

mangroves) that might be damaged by such equipment and
people transversing. the area. Sorbents can also provide
effective cleanup of small spills In protected areas such
as ports.
Sorbents recover oil by means of absorption or adsorp
tion. Absorption Involves the oil penetrating the solid
structure of fibers or particles which then swell.
Adsorption Involves the oil adhering to the surface area
of the recovery material.
Sorbent materials can be
classified as follows: *
- Natural organic products - hay. peat nK>ss, straw, or
wood pulp
w Synthetic products - polyethylene, polypropylene, and
polystyrene
- Mineral compounds - ash, perlite, or vermiculate

Synthetic sorbents generally provide more effective
cleanup capacity per unit weight compared to natureal
organic products or mineral compounds.
Many synthetic
sorbents can absorb greater than 20 times their weight In
oil. A l-to-20 ratio has been assumed for this study.
This Is roughly equivalent to assuming that 0.007 metric
tonne (7 kg) of sorbent Is necessary to treat one barrel
of oil.
Because use of Sorbents are not considered a
practical (because of logistical and disposal factors)
primary response approach. It has also been assumed that
only 10 percent of the total spill amount would be
treated by the use of sorbents.

Miscellaneous Equipment
Vessels:
A mix of vessels and jassociated equipment are required to
meet the needs of varied response plans. Some of these
needs can be supplemented by multipurpose vessels or
boats. For instance, launches, fishing vessels, or tugs
may be used for towing booms and for dispersant spraying
(provided they are outfitted with special fittings). None
of these craft, however, is ideally suited for loading,
carrying, or deploying major skimming and containment
equipment offshore. They generally do not have sufficient
open^deck space, and their fixed stern bulwarks impede
launching and retrieving equipment.
Offshore service and supply vessels with superstructures
forward and with a large open afterdeck with a removable
stern rail are ideal for launching and retrieving equip
ment.
For deploying a large open-water skimming boom
system, at least 10 x 20 m of open deck is desirable,
since approximately 50 m of storage space may be
required for 100 m of boom. Some crane loading capability
is also needed.
In general, the following types of vessels are required:
- Pollution-response vessels (30 to 60 m), similar to
, ,
the offshore service/supply vessels used by the
C petroleum industry with a large open after deck, a
T

\
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removable stern rail, and a crane, for offshore boom
and skimmer deployment and dispersant spraying.
- Utility boats (12 to 16 m) for boom deployment and
recovery and dispersant spraying in harbor areas..
- Work boats (6 to 8 m) for response support in
protected and shallow waters.

-

Inflatable rubber boats (4 m) for work near the shore
line In very shallow waters.

- Barges or dracones and associated pumping facilities
for off-loading recovered oil.
- FI reboats for flushing or applying foam to certain
hazardous spills.
The number of vessels required for response to offshore
spills Is dependent on spill size. It has been assumed
that three vessels are required to support one skimming
boom setup* similar to the approach used by Clean
Atlantic/Clean. Gulf (of Mexico). One vessel Is located
at each of the two end of the boom, and one Is either at
the apex where the skimmer Is located (basically a
trinagle configuration) or Is used to tow dracones or
barges of recovered oil to port recovery or disposal
facilities. Each vessel Is assumed to be able to carry
at least 100 m of Class III boom.
The number of vessels required for dispersant applica
tions Is considerably less than needed for deployment of
a skimming boom offshore. It has been assumed that each
vessel thatr supports an offshore spill response is
capable of spraying the chemical concentrate solution at
a rate of 25 barrels per hour and for response to smaller
spills In the harbor area, the use of utility boats with
an application rate of 5 barrels per hour Is recommended,
commensurate with standard equipment capabilities. All
of.these dispersant spraying vessels can serve a dual
purpose; they can also be used for mechanical recovery
and other response support operations.
Based on worldwide experience. It has been assumed that
for large spills occurring In the harbor area, a

contingency of small vessels will be required independent
of spill size, for larger spills, some of the offshore
vessels and equipment recommended for offshore spills
would also be placed at strategic locations as a supple
mental response capability.
Shoreline Cleanup
In this line the use of equipment specifically designed
for oily beach cleanup is recommended in conjunction with
standards heavy equipment used by the construction
industry. This approach is applicable to the sandy
beaches that are quite common along the shoreline of the
Kingdom.
Sensitive ecological areas (such as marshes,
mud flats) may require flushing using water hoses (but
may harm certain habitats), or in many cases, no cleanup
action is taken, which usually results in the least
environmental
damage.
A summary of the potential
ecological impact of alternative shore cleanup approaches
is presented in Tables 5-9 and 5-10.
The recommended shoreline cleanup equipment (based on
selection considering cleanup rates compared with
alternative equipment) is listed in Table 5-11. The
recommended oily beach cleaner unit is mounted on a
front-end loader. The unit contains an oleophilic belt
to which oil adheres as it rolls over the beach.
The
belt is scraped into a conveyor that loads the recovered
oil into containers (barrels or bags) carried by a truck
driven alongside the cleaner unit. The recovered oil can
then be hauled to a disposal site.
The shoreline cleanup operations described above could
clean a 24-km length of a path approximately 7 m wide
during a 10-hour work day. Optimally, this may involve
the collection of up to 1000 barrels of waste oil and

,
Table 5-9
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Beach
Cleanup
Techniques
Impacts Associated
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oppor 3 ea of

Umvoo ihoUew borrowli^

gaaovaa uppar
3 to 10 ca of
.baach. Minor raduetion of bdach
atablllty* .
Croaloa and •
baaeb ratraat.

pelyehaocos, bivolvoo, ond
oaphtpods* Roeolonlxotlon
llktly to rapidly follow
q0(u7aI roploololnoiit of tho

lUaevaa ahallow and daapar
burrowing polyehaataa,
blvalvcOi and aaphlpoda* So—
atabillxatlon of aobstrata
probably alow; taeolonlaatlon
llkaly to follow natural
rapltnlatiaant of aubatrata;
raaatabllsbtiant of long-llvad
indlganoua fauna oay taka
aavaral yoara*

3. Motor gradar/ Motor gradar
• front-and
foma wlndrowa '
loadar
for pickup by
front-and lpadar<

gaaovaa only
upper 3 ea of
baoeh*

gaaovaa ahallow burrowing
polyehaataa* blvalvaa, and
aaphlpoda. gacollnlzatlon
llkaly to rapidly follow
natural raplanlahaant of tha
aubatrata*

4*

gauovaa 10 to
23 ea of baach*
gaductlon of
baaeh atablllty*
groalon and baach
ratraat*

graovaa alaoat all ahallow and
daap burrowing organl»a* gaatablllaatlon of tha phyaleal
anvlronaanc alow; new faunal
eoaaunlty could develop*

gaaovaa all organlane* gaatabllIxatloo of aubatrata and
rapopulatlon of Indlganoua fauna
la axtraoaly alow; new faunal
eoaaunlty could develop In tha
Intarln* c

front-and
loader - rubbar-tlrad or
" cracked

frant-and loadar
pleka up aatarial directly
off baach and
fcaula it to
unloading area.

S* Sulldoter/
rubbar-elrad
froat-aod
loadar

Sulldosar
puehaa eontaslnatad aubatrata
Into pllaa for
pickup by fronts
and loader*

gaoovaa 13 to
30 cm of beach*
Loaa of baaeh
atablllty* Savara
aroaloo and cliff
or baaeh ratraat*
Inundation of
baekahoraa*

g*

Oparatea froa
top of a bank,
or baaeh to ra■ova eontaalnatad
oadinance and loada
into trueka*

gaaovaa 23 to
SO ea of beach
or bank* Savara
reduction of beach
atablllty and
baaeh ratraat*

Saekhoo

Osoxoat

OxCraoC trom MOM

gaaovaa all organloaa* gaata—
blllzatlon of aubatrata and
rapopulatlon of organloaa
la aatraaaly alow; new faunal
eoaaunlty could develop In tha
Intarla*
koaa
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ClUB
T«ehalfM
7. DragllM ec .
ClMStMll

Hlgh-praBBur*
* SlushlBg
(hjrdreSUaciag)

I*

t.

SCMB
elM&lag

fbyaleal KSfaat
^ Oaa

Baaerlptiao
Oparataa ftaa
top af eeataaiaata^ araa to
rpaova eilad
aodlaaata*

lenenraa all arganlaaa* laataSaaoaea 2S ta
blllxatlea af aubatrata and
50 cm aS baaeb*
rapepolatlea af ladiggnoua faaaa
tavara radaetiaa
af baaeh* atablUty* la axtraaaly alea; nav fauaal
eoMinlty eeuld develop la the
Sraaloa and
Sataria*'
baaeh tatraat*

Blgb praarara
Mtax atraaoB
taaeva ell
fres aubotrata;
.ail la ehatreelad
ta raeavai7 .
area*

Can dlatarb
aurfaea af
aabatrata*

Raaovea aoaa orgaalaaa and
Oballa free the aubatrata*
daaaga\o raaalalag ergaBlaaa
variable* Oil aot raeovarad
eaa be toxle to orgaalaaa
douaalopa af eloaaup aetlvltlaa*

Staaa taaeraa
oil free aabatrata wbara It
la chaBBalad ta
raeovarp aroa«

Alda beat
(> 100*0 ta
aurfaea*

laaovaa aoaa orgaalaaa frea
aubatrata but aertallty duo
ta tba beat la aore likely*
Eapty aballa raaalalag aay aabaaea rapopulatioa* Oil not
raeovarad eaa be toxle to
orgaalaae downalopa of eloaaup
aetlvltlaa*

Sand aoalag at
l^gb aaloeltp
raaovea all Srea
aubstrata.

Adda aaterlal
ta tba analtoa■aat* Patantlal
raeoataalBatlaa*
erealaa'* and daapar
paeatratloa lata
aubatrata*

Rcaovaa all orgaalana aad aballa
froa tba aubatrata* Oil not
raeovarad eaa be toxle ta
orgaalaaa dowaalope of eloaaup
aetlvltlaa*

Oil la aerapad .
fro» aubatrata
•aaoallp aalag
kaad taala*

Salaetlao ra•aval of aatarlal* iab'txlataaalva aetlvlty
eaa dlatarb
aadlaaat*.>*

Rcaovaa aoaa orgaalaaa free tba
aubatrata* eruahca otbara* Oil
not rcaovad or raeovarad eaa ba
toxle to organlaae rapopulatlag
the roeky aubatrata or lababltlag
aodlaaitf downalopa of eloaaup
aetlvltlaa*

BagttlVat axeavatlea
af a awp AO ta 120
ca deep ea aborallaa* Saaa ell
will probably raaala aa baaeh*

laaovaa orgaalaat at auap
loeatloa* Petontlally toxle
affaeta froa all laft ea tba
ahorallna* laeovary dapaada
OB paralataaea af oil at tba
auap*

/■
10*

Sudblatelag

11* Mamial
•eraptag

A

22« Soap and
puap/
vaema

Slalegleal Effoet
af Oaa

>

Oil eollaeta la
aoap aa It aevaa
down tba baaeh
and la raaevad
by paap ar
vaewB traelu
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ClMOBf
Xiietmlqu*

Doaeriptios

yhysteaX Iffact
of Oaa

lioXogieaX Iffset
of Dae

laoovus 3 cat or
loss of boaeh*
SaXoeetua* Sadt■aat d^sturbaaeo
aad oroalea poesa-’
ttaX*

loooves aad disturbs AmUbm
burrowiag ergaaiaos* Sapid .
recovery*

low-pnsiuTi Lo«r-proasttra
flushlag
wacar spray
fXushaa olX
froB sttbscraca
aad to ehaar
aaXod to roeovary potato*

Oeoa Bot disturb
surface to aay
groat outsat*
yotoatiaX for
reeeataBiaatioa*

leaves aost orgaaioas alive
sad ia place* Oil aoe re
covered eaa be eexie to
orgaaiaus dona slope of
eXsaaup*

IS*

Bosch eltsBsr rullci by traetor ot salf-prsyo'llsd oeross
boaeh plekioc up
tar ball* or
paetioo* /

Disturbs upper
S to 10 GO of
beach*

Disturbs shallow burrowiag
orgaaiaus*

16*

MasiaaX
torbout
appXleacloB

Sorbaats art appXtod aaauaXXy
to eoacaataatsd
artaa to soak up
otX*

SoXeeeivo ro■ovaX of aateriaX*
laibor iatoaeivo
activity eaa
disturb sodiMats*

Boot traffic aay crush orgaaisaa*
Bosaibla iagestioa of sorbeats
by birds aad aaall aaoaals*

ITm Maaoal
cnctlnB

OtXod ucgoeatioB
la cut by hasd»'
eeXXoctsd* and
stuffed tato
bags or eoataiar
ars for dtspeaaX*

Disturbs sodiaoBts
beeauBo of osteasivo use of Xabor;
caa cause arosiea*

Baaoves aad esushsa aoae
orgaalaas* Sapid recovery*
leavy foot traffic ein cause
root daaags aad subsequeat ,
alow rseevery*

XI* luraSag

Opwiad sad of
eeataataatod
area is tgattad
aad aXXowod to
burn to dowBWtad*

Causes heavy air
poXXutioa; adds
heat to substrata*
eaa cause eroaioa
if root systoas duo
daoagod*

Kills surface orgaaisas caught
ia bum area* Baaidual aatter
aay bo ooaewfaat toxic (heavy
aatals)*

toae oiX aay bo
left- ea shoraliaa or ia vatar*

o orgaaisaa*
Baaoves aoae
Toteatial for loager-teca
toxic effects associated with
oil left oa Che shoreliaa*
Bacovery depeads ea pexsisteaea
of oil left ia the pools*

tS*

itoSMl r*>
■oval of
olXotf
Htorlolo

14.

f. '■

OiXod oodtaases
sad dabrio aro
■roBOvad by haadt
abovoXa, rakoa*
«haolbsrro«io,
oce*

’’

X9» Taeuia troeko Truck to baeko4
up to oil poeX
or raeorcrt oito
uhoro oil Is
ptekad up Tis
■vaeuioi hooa*
■oULumi

Bvtraefe from tamim X*9X

|
■ 1
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ClMaa^
TcelmiqM

20

.

2X.

22

.

23.

Biological Effect
of Oaa

Bbpaieal Zffeec
of Oae

Oaaerlptlra

ftoth eoBtaiMCB<
rabRTBtt
iBtB mrS

Bulldoaar puabaa
coataBlaatad
nbatraea Int*
.aurf Bona to aeealarata atural
elMBlBg.

Otaraptien of
top Xaper of
mbarr^tat
leavea aiwe nil
In Intertidal
area. Botentlal
recoBtaalnaiilen.

Kllla Mat of the orgaalaaa
Ithabltlng Che uneentanlnated
aubacrate. Baeovery of organlana uaually aere rapid
than with raaovlng aabatrate.

Break up
pBvraenc

Tractor fitted
with a ripper la
operated up and
done beach.

Slaraptlon of .
mediaeat a.
Leavea oil on
beach.

Olaturba aballev and deep
burrowing ergaaiaos.

01K iBte
Mbttrae*

Tractor pulla
diaeing equipMBt along eoataaiBatad aru.

Leavea ell barled In aand.
Olarupta aurface
layer of aubatrata.

Slsturba ahallow burrewlag
organiana. Feaalble toxicity
affecta froa burled oil.

Natural
raeovarp

No action taken.
Oil left to de
grade naturallp.

SoM ell nay
reaaln on beach
and could
eentanlnate
clean arena.

B<..c»clel toxicity cffecta
and aaothering by the oil.
Fotentlal Ineorporatioa of
oil Into the food web. Fetential cllalaation of habitat
tC ergmnlnt vill aot MCtlc
M rKtidual oil.

•«»*»••

from nmn mi

Table 5-10
Major Impacts of March Cleaning Activities
Source: Extract from MEPA 1991

Cleanup
Operation

Reed-like
Marsh

Succulent-like
Harsh

Red and Black
Mangrove Marsh

Rhizomes may be
damages; little
erosion potential

Red mangrove tolerant to traf
fic
Black mangrove pneumatophores
may be damaged

Traffic

Rhizomes may be
damages; erosion
potential high

Cutting

Very tolerant
Tolerant
.————Frequently Involves foot traffic

Flushing

Very tolerant

Very tolerant

Very tolerant

Burning

Very tolerant

Intolerailt

Intolerant

Sorbents
Soil Removal

Very tolerant
Very tolerant
Involves
foot traffic
——————Frequently
Plant dominance may
change, or marsh
plant habitat may be
elimlna^d

Plant dominance may
change or marsh
plant habitat may
be eliminated

Intolerant

Very tolerant
Plant dominance
may change or
marsh plant
habitat may be
eliminated

Table 5-11

Shoreline Cleanup Equipment Recommendations _
$ource: Extract from MEPA 1991

Description

Quantity®

Additional Information

Oily beach cleaner

1 unit

100-bbl/hr oilcol lection rate

Front-end loader

1 unit

Bucket mounting
to accommodate
oily beach cleaner

Trucks

4 unitsb

100-bbT capacity,
capable of over■ beach transit

a. Heavy equipment required to clean approximately 7-m-wide swath of
24-km length of shoreline in a 10-hour work day.
b. Based on a 4-hour round trip per truck.

small debris during a work day.
Shoreline cleanup
operations generally do not have to be accomplished with
the same urgency as containment and protection action.
Therefore, It has been assumed that shoreline cleanup
operations could extend for several months If necessary.
Additional Equipment
Additional equipment supplies are reconmended to supple
ment the primary response Inventory as follows:
- Aircraft equipped with a portable dispersantcollectant spraying system also to be used for aerial
surveillance.
- Pump and compressors as required to support skimmer
operations.
- Radios and other communication equipment and supplies.
- Boom anchors, boat fenders, lines, shackles, swivels,
and other supplies to support mechanical-recovery
operation^.
- Fire extinguishers, life jackets, hazardous gas
monitors and alarms, protective clothing and masks,
first-aid kits, and other safety-related equipment.
- Spare parts and tools for maintenance and repairs.
- Vacuum trucks and tank trucks for small spills that
are accessible from the shoreline.
Facilities
Facilities at a waterfront location should be established
at each Local Response Center for the following:

•• Emergency Control Center for spill response.
Moorings for vesels and boats.
- Covered storage facilities for maintaining response
Inventory.
•• Mobile cranes and forklifts for loading and unloading
of equipment.
•. Administrative office space.
». Dispersant ••pumping system for refilling storage tanks
on d1spersant»spray1ng vessels.
•• Cleanup facilities for equipment used In spill
response.
•• Waste oil and slop tank facilities witir required
pumping equipment (similar facilities for hazardous
spill wastes).
•• Nearby airstrip.
An inshore waste-disposal site should also be available.
The recommended disposition of oily wastes (in order of
priority) Is as follows:
- Reclaim as much oil from the waste, and use directly
as much of the oily waste Itself, as possible; and
- Where air pollution standards can be met, thermally
oxidize (I.e., burn, incinerate, pyrolyze, etc.) the
remaining oily debris; or
- Where debris size permits, land cultivate (I.e.,
aerobic microblally decompose) the remaining oily
debris; or

•« Employ very long term anaerobic storage (such as
sanitary landfill or direct burial), together with
adequate groundwater quality monitoring. Since fine
grained soils (such as clays and silts) have more
surface area per unit weight and more sorptive
capacity than coarse-grained soils (such as sand and
gravel), long terra storage sites should be located,
wherever possible, on fine-grained soil. Where poor
soil conditions may result In hydrogeologic connection
to groundwater, leachate collection and treatment
shall be employed.
Alternative waste-disposal approaches are summarized In
Tables 5-12 through 5-18, based on U,S. Environmental
Protection Agency technical documents.
The Emergency Control Center should provide a continuous
ly manned communications center for spill reports and for.
coordinating response activities. Major elements of the
recommended system Include the following:
- Telephone branch lines.
- Telex terminal.
- VHF/UHF base telephone radios with portable radios.
It may be" necessary. In view of the distances
Involved, to provide radio repeaters,
Other communications matters to be considered Include the
following:
- Assignment of sufficient radio frequencies to manage
several simultaneous response activities.
Three to
four are needed to ensure close communications.
- Frequencies assigned should be common to all response
elements. Including aircraft.

I

Table 5-12
,
Land Cultivation of Oil Spill Debris: Possible Operational
Problems and Solutions
Potclbl* problem

Solution

— Inclement'veether hindering site
preparation esd/or nixing -

. Stockpile debris in prepared*
area until veacber improves

- Slf fleulty in seerlfTlng soils

- Bip soils with track doser palling
double or single ripper blades
prior to rototilling

> Slow oil decomposition

- Till tbe oll/soll nixture aore
frequently
- Add fertilixers (such as urea and
phosphates) or vater

• Erosion of Isnd surface

- Begrade the surface to naintain
no aore than a IZ to 2Z slope.

• Bunoff of oily naterial

- Begrade the surface
• Construct hems
- Construct runoff catch basin
downstream from the area

Source:

Extract from MEPA 1991

Table 5-13
_ ^
,
Sanitary Landfilling of Oil Spill Debris: Possible Operational
Problems and Solutions
Solution

Sosalble ?roblca
• Oil not absorbed by refuse
(over-sstursted or under*
saturated)

• More slsclng with refuse until
adeq;uate mix is secured

* Ignition of oily debris/refuse

- Extinguish flame; prevent by in
stalling spark arrestors on equip- stent 'and assuring they have
aufflers above equipment

- Leaching of oil into groundinter (vertical' infiltration
of water from surface)

- Reduce percolation by Inpr^lng
cover material; slope surface to
encourage runoff

- Leaching of oil into ground
water (vertical migration down
through bottom)

- Oip up landfill and reseal bottom

- Leaching of oil.into groundwater (groundwater flow
through refine)

- Reduce groundwater level through
pumping; excavate material and
Install liner

/

- Erosion of cover soil

Source;

- Place more cover soil; use
cover vegetation if feasible

Extract from MEPA 1991

Table 5-14
Direct Burial of Oil Spill Debris: Possible Ooerational
Problems and Solutions
Solution

Possible problem
• Groundvstex eontaminscloa

_ Surface vster contsmlnatlon

• Define the extent of tbe contsmlnstlon end Institute the necesssrp
corrective messures* e«s»» pumping*
groundvster Interceptor
trenches* excavating point-source
materials
- Determine the source (groundwater
or surface waters) and Institute
remedial measures* l*e«* If source
Is groundwater* use corrective
measures as In "groundwater con
tamination*" above; If surface
water over the site Is becoming
polluted, thM the area where
the s\irf ace water comes Into con
tact with debris must be defined
corrected by covering the debris
with soil and/or diverting surface
waters

- Slxsnplng of fill

- Plscement and compaction of addi
tional cover soils

- Erosion of cover soil

- Place more cover soil; use
cover vegetation if possible

Source

Extract from

mepa 1991

Table 5-15
Simnnary of Oil Spill Debris Disposal Site
Selection Criteria
Factor
Land use

Criterion
Planned use of the site for debrlc dlapoeel ehould be
eonpetlble vltb oorolte end adjacent land uee.
Slsposel at a sanitary ludfill vouU sect this
criterion fully. Debris disposal In a residential
area nay not be donpatlble.

Vater quality

The site should not be a source of vater pollution
. -by oil.
Dlsposid on porous soil overlying potable groundeater or In an area subject to flooding vou^-root
neet this criterion. -Sites that do not overlie
groi^vater (or, if they do, have a clay layer
In ^^ee^ are likely to offer the best protection
for groundwater.

location

Aecesa

,:.Sltes should be situated as closely as practical .
to the polnt(s) where oil spill debris Is (or night
be) collected or stockpiled.
' Existing access roads into the site should be of
'all-weather construction or such roads should be
. eonstructable In an emergency situation.
, A site that cannot be readily accessed Is of little
.use* ' Access Into a muddy farm nay be temporarily
facilitated by pleccsent of a gravel road or
mlllc*<7 lending mats.

Source: Extract from MEPA 1991

Table 5-16
Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternative Debris
Disposal Methods
.
Disposal
method
. Land cultivation

Source: Extract from MEPA 1991
Advantages

Oil la degraded, minimizing
long-term environmental threat
Land aurCace reuaable for debrla
or other purpoaea
Soil propertlea may be Improved

Landfilling with
rafuae

Kinlaal equipment needa
Relatively low Initial coat
Hlnlaml alte preparation
Many landfilla available

Burial

Oil encapsulated, mlnlmlzea
volatilization
Operations .completed relatively
quickly
Land surface can be returned
to pre-disposal appearances

Disadvantages
- Opportunity for oil volatlllMtlon
and thua air pollution Increaaed- periodic aoll mixing required;
frequency dependent upon aoll
condltlona .
- Relatively coatly
- Stockpiling at dlapoaal alte ma;r be
necessary
- Hay be Impractical to implemeat
durlne Inclement weather
- Land la dedicated to dlapoaal
Indefinitely
- Influx of oil aplll debrla may
overtax available equipment«and
peraonnel
- Long-term pollution potential
- Long-term monitoring dealrable
- Land la dedicated to dlapoaal
Indefinitely
- Oil remalna undegraded for long
periods with consequent long-term .
pollution potential
- Long-term moqltorlng dealrable

Table 5-17
Applicability of Disposal Methods to Different Types
of Oil Spill Debris
Disposal
method
Land cuUiiratlod

Landfilling
With rafuae

Burial

Biodegradabi1ity
of debris

Size of solid matter
Dabrla ahould be relatively smII
In alee, less than 15 cm (six Inchea,
a.g., oiled sollBj some larger
vegetation may 5e acceptable,
such aa seaweed or bruah

- No limitation on else

In general, no size limitation;
bulky debris, such as poles, nay
poae operational problems; disposal
trenches may require widening to
accommodate bulky Items

Source:

Oil content

- Predominately
oils and aolls
are best; non*
degradable sor•bents or Inor
ganic traah
should not be
present

Lsnd culti
vation best
suited for
heavily oiled
debris

- No llmltatlM

In general no
limitations on
debris oil con
tent; regula
tory agencies
auiy object to
dlspoaal of
■heavily oiled
or high water
content debris
In a newer
landfill where
relatively
little refuse
Is present to
absorb the
liquids
• No limitation
on oil content
as site condi
tions

- No limitation on
material's

Extract from MEPA 1991

Table 5-18
Correcting Waste Disposal Environmental Problems

Problca

3

Postlbla solutloiui

Znfllcneloa of groundvater iaco

Puapr out groundwater to drain upstresa
area
Construct diversion channels.
Construct peripheral subsurface
drains to intercept groundwater flow
EebuUd **isipcziBeable*' walls

Surface ruaoff of oily Baccriala
from sice

Install Impoundaent dikes or hems
latprove upstream diversion channels
Recycle runoff to debris disposal area
(If quantity is small enough)

Ponding of vacar on surface of
disposal sice

Regrade surface; possibly apply more
cover soil
Establish vegetation to both increase
evapo<-cranspiration and reduce runoff
velocities

Leaching of oily natter from
debris mass to eroundwater

Intercept leachate with trench
PuBO out excess moisture from debris
mass; either recycle pumped-out water
or remove for treatment at an approved
facility
Rebuild **lB9ermeable** walls

Impeded oil degradation at land
cultivation site

Rototlll or disc. the. soil/oU
mixture more frequently
Add nutrients or other amendmeats

If above-noted remedial actions do not solve environmental problems, be
certain that debris disposal site is actually the source of contamination.
If so, removal of debris to another site may be the last resort..

Source;

Extract from MEPA 1991

•• Mobile communicating vans would be useful.
In addition to the conmiunlcations capability, the Control
Center should be equipped with the following:
•• The latest updated marine charts for the area and
adjacent areas.
». A technical library that Includes oil spill and
hazardous substance Information.
•• Copies of the local, the area, and the national and
regional contingency plans.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COASTAL SUBAREAS
The selection of a design spill size Is a subjective exercise.
As can be seen from Table 5*<3, the costs for response
equipment and supplies are high. These costs are further
escalated when labor, training, facility, and maintenance
costs are accounted for. Therefore, the benefits of having an
extensive spill response capability must be balanced by cost
considerations.
For this study, it Is recommended that a
design spill be defined as a spill amount that would have only
a 10 percent probability of being exceeded In any given year.
While alternative probability levels could be subjectively
selected, the specification of a spill response equipment
Inventory Is really not very sensitive to such a choice. This
Is because logistical and cost factors serve to limit the
actual amount of equipment that could be effectively used at
any one time, as previously discussed.
It has also been
recommended that a maximum design spill be limited to 100,000
barrels.
Larger spills can be considered as relatively rare
events (Gulf war). A cost*«effect1ve approach for handling
thise spills Is by cooperative arrangements to use the
response resources of other coastal subareas supplemented by

use of international assistance and contractors.
To be
conservative, a minimum design spill of 1000 barrels has also
been reconmended for this application. However, the informa*tion presented in Tables 5*-3, 5*-4 and 5*-20 provide a basis to
specify a response inventory for design spills of less than
1000 barrels if a less conservative approach is desired.
The amount of exclusionary boom appropriate for each subarea
depends on the size and configuration of each individual port
complex. Because exclusionary booming is for the protection
of facilities, the amount of required boom does not depend on
spill size. A summary of the exclusionary boom recommenda**
tions is provided in Table 5*-19. These recommendatons are
based on the consideration of major ports in each subarea.
The amount of boom specified in Tables 5*<4 and 5-19 together
should also enable exclusiionary booming to be placed at each
strategic Intake location within a coastal subarea.
The limitations of the use of booms to protect harbors,
cooling*-water intakes, marinas, and other sensitive areas must
be realized. Most planning for exclusionary booming attempts
unrealistically to provide for total protection from oil
ingress into sensitive areas.
A realistic approach, as
presented in Table 5**19, provides for minimizing pollution
damage by deploying booms in such a number and manner that can
be properly managed and maintained.
A summary of the recoimnended inventory of response equipment
and supplies for the design spill selected for each coastal
subarea is presented in Table 5*-21. Because of the intensive
offshore petroleum “operations in the Arabian Gulf, it is not
surprising that design spills and associated recommended
equipment inventories are much larger for the Gulf than for
the Red Sea. These locations were selected based on consider**
ing proximity to potential spill sources. The information
presented in Tables 5*-20 through 5*-22 present a basis for

Table 5-19
Exclusionary Boon Recommendations

Coastal
Subarea

Location

A-1
.

.

Design Inventory, m
(Class III)b

Ras Al-Klafji
Harbor entrance

500

Jubail Port Complex
North/south entrances
Water intake channel
King Abdul Aziz Naval Base
North/south entrances
Ras Al-6har desalination plant

A-2
A-2
A-2

2,000
200
1,000
200

Ras Tanura
Ju'aynah
King Abdul Aziz Commercial Port
Damman
Northern entrance
Southern entrance
Small boa^ harbor entrance

A-3
A-3
A-3

•
1,200
900
300

Commercial Port-Yanbu
King Fahd Industrial Port
Yanbu
Water intake channel
Service harbor
Oil port
Domestic refinery

1,000

R-2

Rabigh

1,000C

R-3
R-3

Jeddah Islesnic Port
Commercial Port-6izan
Entrance
Coast Guard harbor

3^,000

R-1
R-1

a
b

c

200
200
700
1,100

t V

^ 400
100

lecoomendations do not Include desalination plant or military
harbors unless so noted. In general, detailed information was
not available for these facilities.
Boom inventory recommendations based on winds of less than 20 knots
(lOm/sec).
^
Estimated terminal layout design not available for this report.
Source:

Extract frojl
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Table 5-20
OMifln Spill Response Equipment and Supplies Recommendations
for Subareas R*i» A>2« and A«3

Subarea A-1

—noo.ooobsn—
13.700 tonnes)

Type
I. Skimmers

II. looms

BesTgir---~
Inventory*
Cost (SR)b

Description
Offshore (350-600 bbl/hr)
Hu-bor (70-200 bbl/hr)
Shallow-water (lO-SO bbl/lr)

2,000
4,000
5.000
5,000
500

Offshore
Harbor
Shallow-water
Sorbent
Exclusionary®

4.000,000
10,500,000
800,000
m
m
m
m
m

10.000 bbl
200 bbl

|I|. Chemicals Dispersants
Collectants
IV. Sorbents

4
6
8

80
tonnes

Synthetic

V. Hiscella* Offshore vessel
Utility boat
neous
Horkboat
Inflatable boat
Dracone/barge (1,000 bbl)
Dracone/barge (250 bbl)
FIreboat
Van
Vacuum truck
Tank Truck
Aircraft
Oily beach cleaner
Front-end'loader
Truck
Dredge/pump system -

12
12
16
16
20
2
3-6
40
8
16
2
20
20
80
2

3.000.000
2.000.000
1,000,000
2.500,000
750,OPO
15.000.000
400,000

'

Subarea"A-2

(50,000 bhir:

6.850 tonnes)
Design
"
Inventory*
Cost (SR)®
4
6
8
2,000 m
3,000 m
4,000 m
4,000 m
3.400 m
5.000 bbl
100 bbl

3,200,000

40
tonnes

(c|
(c)
640.000
20.000,000
600,0(»
(c)
(c)
2,4(K),000
(c)
(c)
2.000.000
jc
(c
(c

12
12
16
16
20
2
3-6
32
6
12
1
10
10
40
1

68,790,000

4.000,000
10.500,000
800,000

Subarea A-3
■(100.000 bblT"
13.700 tonnes)
Design
Cost (SR)e
Inventory*
4
6
8

4,000,000
10,500.000
800.000

2,000 m
4,000 m
5,000 m
5.000 m
2,400 m

3,000.000
2.000,000
l.OM.OOO
2.500.000
3,600,000

7.500.000
200,000

10,000 bbl
200 bbl

15.000.000
400,000

1,600,000

80
tonnes

3,000,000
1,500,000
800.000
. 2.000.000
5.100.000

jcj
(c)
640,000
20.000.000
600.000
(c)
(c)
1.800.000
!c!
1,000,000
I'l
Ic)
61,040,000

12
12
16 .
16
20
2
3-6
40
8
. 16
2
20
20
80
2

3,200,000
(c)
jcj
(c)
640,000
20,000.000
600.000
(c)
(c)
2,400,000
(c)
(c)
2,000,000
(c)

I'l
lil

71,640,000

a. Quwtitles In parentheses represent the number of the total recommended fleet required to support dispersant
operations.
b. Typical equipment and supply costs, but do not Include shipping costs.
c. Can serve multiple purposes In addition to spill response; costs therefore aw not
..
harbort
d. Preliminary recommendations <to not Include desalination plants (except at Jubal) In^strlal Port) or military harbors
(exc^t Utr Juball). In general, detailed information nas not available for other facilities.
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Table 5-21
Design Spill Response Equipment and Supplies Recoiiiiendetlons

for Subareas R-l» R>2, and R-3

Txpe

Description

I. Sktaeers

II. looms

Offshore (350-600 bbl/hr)
Harbor (70-200 bbl/hr)
ShalloM-uater (10-50 U>1/hr)

III. Chemicals Dispersants
Collectants . .

•

Synthetic

1
3
4
500
'*1,500
2,500
2.000
3,200

Offshore
Harbor
ShallOM-Matcr
Sorbent
Exclusionary"

Ijf. Sorbepts

Subarea R-1
(5.000 bbl.
- 685 tonnes!"
Design
Inventory*
Cost (SR)b

-

V. Niscella- Offshore vessel
neous
Utility boat
Horkboat
Inflatable boat '
Oracone/barge (1.000 bbl)
Dracone/barge (250 bbl)
Fireboat
Van
Vacuum truck
Tank truck
Aircraft
Oily beach cleaner
Front-end loader
Truck
Dredge/pump system

m
m
m
m
m

500 bbl
10 bbl

■

21
2

750,000
750,000
400,000
1.000.000
4,800,000

500
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

4
tonnes

160,000

3
6

c
c
(c
320.000
5,000,000
600.000
c
c
600,000

88
5

2

1-3
14
2
4

1

3
3
12

1

137 tonnes)
Design
~
Inventory*
Cost (SR)b

1,000,000
4,500,000
400,000

750,000
20,0(X)

300,000
(c
(c
____(c
21,350,000

Subaree R-3

■Subarea R-2

------- (l.UO bbi:------

(1,000

100 bbl
2 bbl

750,000
500.000
200,000
500,000
1,500,000
150,000
4,000

1
tonnes

40,000

4
4
1
2
1-3
8
1
2
1
1
1
4
1

(c)
160,000
l.OOO.OCM)
600,000
(c)
|c)
300.000
(c)
(c)
100,000
(cj
jej
(ci
10,004,000

1.000,000
3.000.000
200,000

1
2
2

,

3,000,000
1 000,000
200,000
m
m
m
m
m

bbt:

137 tonnes)
DesTgii
Cost (SR)
Inventory*

500m
1,000 m
1,000 m
1,000 m
3,500 m

750,000
500.000
* 200,000
500,000
5,250,000
150.000
4,000

100 bbl
.2 bbl

40,000
tonne

I

.

1 600,000
000,000

1-

Icl

300.000

ill
i

100.000

13,754,000

a. Quantities In parentheses represent the number of the total recommended fleet required to support dispersant
operations.
b. Typical equipment and supply costs, but do not Include shipping costs.
c. Can serve multiple purposes In addition to spill response; costs therefore are not provided.
d. Recommendations do not Include desalination plants (except at Vanbu Industrial’Port) or military harbors
(except for Jeddah). In general, detailed Information was not available for other facilities.
SMicoat rnKtxmat from 1W» **•*
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Table 5-22
Burnwwnitrit Spill Response EquIpMnt Inventory Locetlons (Local Response Centers)

I. Sklnaers

Offshore
Harbor/shallow-water

11. Booms^

Offshore
Harbor/shallow-water/
sorbent

III. Chemicals

IV. SorbenU

V. Miscella
neous

'A:2

------- 3CT--------

Description

Type

Coastal S(d>areas

A-3

in

R-Z

R-3

Ras Al-Khafll Juball Port Complex Ras Tanura
(ARANCO)a
(AOC/ARAMCO)* (JU6)a
Ras AI-KhafJI Juball Port Complex Ras Tanura
(JWG)
SOX,
(AOC)
Damman SOX

Jeddah.Port Complex
Vanbu Industrial Rabigh
(Petromln) (Petromln/SPA)
Port (SPA)a
Jeddah Port Complex
Vanbu Industrial Rabigh
(Petromln) (Petromln/SPA)
Port (SPA)

Ras A1-Khaqi Juball Port Complex Ras Tanura
(ARAMCO)
(JH6)
(AOC/ARAMCO)
Ras AI-KhafJI Juball Port Complex Damman
(SPA)
(AOC)
(JHfi)

Jeddah Port Complex
Vanbu'Industrial Rabigh
(Petromln) (Petromln/SPA)
Port (SPA)
Jeddah Port C^lex
Vanbu Industrial Rabigh
(Petromln) (Petromln/SPA)
Port (SPA)

Olspersants/Collectants

Jeddah Port Complex
Ras AI-KhafJI Juball Port Complex Ras Tanura Vanbu Inihistrlfl Rabigh
(Petromln) (Petromln/SPA)
Port (SPA)
SOX
(AOC/ARAMCO)
(JW6)
Damman 20X

Siynthetic

Jeddah Port Complex
Ras AI-KhafJI Juball Port Complex Ras Tanura Vanbu Industrial Rabigh
(Petromln) (Petromln/SPA)
Port (SPA)
SOX
(AOC/ARAMCO)
(ows)
Damman 20X

Offshore vessel

Ras AI-KhafJI
(AOC/ARAMCO)
Ras Al-Khafjl
(AOC/ARAMCO)
Ras AI-KhafJI
(AOC/ARAMCO)
Ras AI-KhafJI
(AOC/ARAMCO)

Dracone/barge (1,000 bbl) .
Aircraft
Other

Juball
(JWG)
Juball
(JWG)
ihiball
(JWG)
Juball
(JWG)

Port Complex Ras Tanura
(ARAMCO)
Port Complex Ras Tanura
(ARAMCO)
Port Complex Ras Tanura
(ARAMCO)
Port Complex Damman
(SPA)

Vanbu Industrial
Port (SPA)
Vanbu Industrial
Port (SPA)
Vanbu Industrial
Port (SPA)
Vanbu Industrial
Port (SPA)

Rabigh
(Petromln)
Rabigh
(Petromln)
Rabigh
(Petromln)
Rabigh
(Petromln)

Jeddah Port Complex
(Petromln/SPA)
Jeddah Port Complex
(Petromln/SPA)
Jeddah Port Complex
(Petromln/SPA)
Jeddah Port Complex
(Petromln/SPA)

a. MC - Arabian Oil Company, Ltd.; JH6 • Aiball Working Group; SPA « Saudi Ports Authority.
b. Exclusionary boom recommendations and locations are presented In Table 5>6.
Note: Ras AI-KhafJI Is the best protected harbor In Subarea A-1 and would be used as a base for offshore response equipment for both
AOC and ARAHCO. However, ARANCO may select an alternative base for their equlpi^t closer to Safanlyah.

Source: Extract from MEPA 1991

■

evaluating the adequacy of present spill response capabilities
for coastal subareas and to specify improvenents as warranted.
It should be noted that an alternative approach would be to
have only one centralized response center for the Gulf coast
and one for the Red Sea Coast of Saudi Arabia. Initially this
might be a more manageable arrangement but would result in
greater deployment/travel times.

CONCLUSION
Since its foundation,

the

Kingdom

of

Saudi

Arabia has

realised that oil and other mineral resources are although
valuable, but of a non-renewable nature. The Kingdom has
therefore, wisely issued a main- policy to invest the avai
lable non-renewable resources for establishing the necessary
infrastructure needed to ensure a long-life prosperity for
its citizens and the future generations. Various developments
have taken in this respect, which when compared with achieve
ments even of well technologically advanced, shows a remarka
bly fast development.
The length of Saudi Arabian Coastline is along both the Red
Sea and Arabian Gulf, approximately 1214 NM. Consequently,
the country does own within its realm a treasure of Natural
Resources of both renewable and non-renewable natures. Such
resources can represent a considerable share in the national
income of the Kingdom.
Oil,

on the other hand is the Kingdom's main export to

various parts of the world and its influence to strengthen
the national economy should not be ignored. On the other
hand, oil does have an adverse effect on some other re
sources, mainly fishing and sea water used in distillation
plants producing potable water for human use.
It may be
important in this context to point out that distillation
plants represent the main spurce of potable water for the
most major part of the Kingdom.
Additionally, it may be
added that the Kingdom has long coast of golden semdy
beaches, which will be- widely utilized for tourism. The
effect of having all these lovely beaches, as it is now being
polluted is indeed heartbreaking and woeful.
Having teUcen into consideration, that the preventive measures
do not stop the oil spill and there is great potential of an
oil spill when* transfered from tanks to tankers or by
collision.

Therefore,

by

having

appropriate

oil

spill

response action, associated equipment, supplies could make
any oil spill tinder control
all times.
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